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MEXICAN - .AMERICANS IN THE SOUTHWEST

OBJECTIVES

THE MEXICAN-MERICANS TODAY

1. Explain in writing what organizations have been formed to advance
"la Causa" and "la Raza" since World War II and what they
(especially labor unions). have sone to be effective.

2. Explain and express in writing an apprecation for the develop-
ment of the Chicano Power movement among Mexican-Americans.

3. Explain in writing which areas of life have been most_in need
ot.attention because of racial discrimination against
Mexican-AMericans.

4. Express an appreciation for the constructive efforts of
Mexican-Americans to improve their lives and obtain those
civil rights deserved by-American .citizens.

:.IEXICAN- AMERICANS --v4JNIT 1

1. Explain in writing and orally what the term "Mexican-American"
means.

2. Give 3 examples in writing of ways in which Mexican-Americans.
have contributed to the Southwest.

3. Explain in writing and orally why we are studying the heritage
of the Mexican-American.

UNIT 2

i. Expiain in writing which occupations were most common in
Mexico fyom conquest through 1920.

2. Explain in writing what contributions, good and bad, the
Spaniards made to new Spain and what effect these contributions
had on the colonized peoples.

3. Express orally an appreciation for the types of attitudes
which devilloped under Spanish colonization and which have
contributed to the pride in the Mexican-American heritage and
the growing resistance to the suppression of civil rights of
Mexican-Americans.



Express orally and in writing the frustrations of Mexican-
Americans who were discriminated against during the latter
half of the 1800's and explain their attempts to tight
wrongs against them (including the activities of people such
as Juan Cortina and Joaquin Murieta.)

5. Explain in writing the reasons for the revolution in Mexico
in 1910 and how these reasons as well as conditions in
Mexico could have (1) forced many people north to live in
the United States (2) Affected their attitudes toward equality, .

work and their new home in general.

6. Describe in writing the attitudes toward these new arrivals
held by Mexican-Americans who hhd been in the U.S.' much longer
than they and ky Anglos.

THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN VI

1. Explain in writing the types of injustices experienced by
Mexican-Americans.

2. Explain in writing how Mexican-Americans began to organize to
improve their civil rights and give examples in writing of 1
organization formed before 1945 for this purpose.

3. Explain in writing what types of occupations were open to
Mexican- Americans during this period of time (up to 1945)
and describe in writing the effect of the Depression on job
opportunitieb dOr'Mexican-Americans.



COWBOYS

Objectives:

1. Explain orally to the teacher the importance of
the American Southwest.

2. Explain in writing at]east 2 hazards which were
the cowboy in the performance of his duties.

the cowboy to

waiting for

3. Give in writing at least 2 specific contributions of the cowboy
to the culture of America;and the Southwest.

4. Describe in writing at least one specific job of a cowboy (such
as-traii boss, range boss, drag rider, etc.).

5. Compare the cowboy -- myth and reality.



AMERICANS IN THE SOUTHWEST

OBJECTIVES

MEDICINE

1. Describe in writing the various tools and techniques ueed by
the frontier doctor.

2. .2ompare orally the tools andtechniques of the frontier doctor
with the doctor of today.

3. Explain in writing why the Southwest has a reputation or
being a healthful place to live and how this reputation has
developed.

4.. -Express orally an appreciation for the inventiveness of the
frontier physician and for the advances made in medicine
in the present century.



HISTORY OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS IN THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

1. Jescribe in writing some of the business opportunities
which existed in the Southwest in the 1800's.

2. -ompare in writing the character of business opportunities of
the 1800's in the Southwest with the character of business
opportunities today.

3. Explain some of the controls which existed and were created
to.apply to business in the 1800's and compare them with ones
today.



INDIANS IN THE SOUTHWEST

OBJECTIVES

ANCIENT INDIAN CULTURES

1. Compare in writing and orally the major Indian cultural groups
in Arizona. This comparison would cover the origin of each
and at least 2 aspects in the lives of the Indians in these
major cultural groups.

2. Locate the major Indian cultural groups on a map of Arizona.

3, Explain in writing and orally about at least 2 ways we learn
about Indian cultures which not longer exist.

4. Explain in writing and orally why we study cultures which no
longer exist.

PUEBLO-HOPI-ZUNI INDIAN GROUP

1. Identify in writing major religious beliefs and ceremonies of
the Pueblo, dopi and Zuni.

2. ].xplain in writing how the Pueblo, Hopi and Zuni made their
living both in the past and present.

3. Describe in writing important events in the history of the
Pueblo, Hopi and Zuni.



INDIANS IN THE SOUTHWEST

OBJECTIVES

RED POWER

1. Explain in writing to role and effectiveness of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs in the protection of the rights of Indians.

2. List in writing examples of injustices against Indians even
today.

3. Explain in writing and orally the major differences in the
values of the reVand white man.

4. Explain in writirkthe efforts of tie Indians to improve their
lives and the role Red Power plays in these efforts.

5. List in writing examples of occupations commonly open to
Indians today.



INDIANS IN THE SOUTHWEST

OBJECTIVES

ANCIENT INDIAN CULTURES

1. Compare in writing and orally the major Indian cultural
groups in Arizona. This comparison would cover the origin
of each and at least 2 aspects in the lives of the Indians in
these major cultural groups.

2. Locate the major Indian cultural groups on a map o'.2 Arizona.

3 Explain in writing and orally about at least ways we learn
about Indian cultures which no longer exist.

4. Explain in writing and orally why we study cultures which no
longer exist.



NAVAJO - APACHE GROUP and the COMANCHES

Onjectives:

1. Identify in writing major religious beliefs and ceremonies of
both Navajos and Apaches.

2. Explain how Apaches and Navajos and Comanches made their lilting
in both the past and the present.

3. Describe in writing important events in the history of the Nava-
jos, Apaches, and Comanches.



,LINING IN ARIZONA

Objecitives:

1. Explain in writing an ?rally how the presence of wealthy minerals
deposits in the Southwest encouraged the development of the
SOuthwest.

2. List 3 important mineral deposits in the Southwest.

3. Describe the typical pkospector in the West.

4. Describe 2 methods of mining used in the Southwest either past
or present.

5. Recognize 3 important copper mining areas in the Southwest and
describe one important gold of silver mining area.



URBAN PROBLEMS IN THE SOUTHWEST

OBJECTIVES

URBAN PROBLEMS IN THL SOUTHWEST-INTRODUCTION

1. Explain in writing what the term "urban" means,

2. List in writing what major urban problems are.

3. Explain in writing reasons why the Southwest is attracting
more people and therefore asking for larger urban areas.

4. Explain what other factors besides the attractiveness of the
Southwest add to high concentrations of population in the
cities.

RACE RELATIONS IN THE CITIES

1. Explain in writing which aspects of people's lives are
affected by racial prejudice in urban areas.

2. Explain in witing the background of specific incidents of
racial troubles in the urban Southwest.

3. Formulate in writing possible measures to alleviate the outward
manifestations of racial prejudice in the urban Southwest.

4. Describe the character of racial prejudice in the Southwest,
that is, which races are most discriminated against and by
whom.

PLANNING

1. Identify in writing, problems in urban planning today.

2. Identify in writing various attempts to solve the problems in
urban planning today.

3. Explain in writing the importance of urban planning..

4. Identify in writing the occupations open in urban planning
today.



COURSE TITLE: URBAN PROBLEMS IN THE SOUTHWEST

Objectives:

1. List in writing major crimes which endanger city dwellers

today.

2. Explain in writing v.nich urban conditions add to the

problems of law and order.

3. Explain in writing what crime-related problems your nearest

urban area is concerned with.

4. Explain in writing what occupations are available in the

field of law enforcement today.

5. Explain in writing what weaknesses exigt in the system of

justice in the United States,



COURSE TITLE: AMERICANS IN THE SOUTHWEST

Objectives:

1. Explain in writing the duties and qualifications for law

inforcement officers in the Southwest in the 1800's.

2. 'Explain in writing what conditions encouraged crime in the

early Southwest.

3. Compare in writing law enforcement in the Old West with

that of today.

4. Express an appreciation for the efforts to establish law

and order to protect the growing population of the Southwest in

the 1800's.



OBJECTIVES

BUSINESS IN TEE AMERICAN SnUTHWEST

1. Describe in writing some of the business opportunities
*which exited in the Southwest in the 1800's.

2. Compare in writing the character of business oppor-
tunities of the 1800's in the Southwest with the
character of buseness opportunities today.

3. Explain some of the controls which existed and were
created to apply to business in the 1800's and compare
them with the ones today.
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MEXICAN-AMERICAN - The Mexican-American Today,

I. PROBLEM. Sinct,J the close r "-

have become increasingly ewer_ of discrimination against them in
all areas of their lives, More ._,L1 ix Lk)

be formed to help Me -",n-Americans, Most were self-help organi-
zations designed tc help break the cycle of poverty. People began to
won]: through the schools, the courts and politics to improve
their poslions. Cesar Chavez opened the way for Mexican-Americans
to work through a farm labor union for improvements. Strikes hit
the establishment right where it hurt and the workingman, white,
black, bray or red, has found them useful tools to get better
wages and working conditions.

What are the problems of Mexican-Americans all over the South-
west I one thing to protest, but to be effe-Li.N ^ne
must snowwhai hL is protesting for or against. He mus-.. have
facts to back ui nis pinions. All minority groups who are dis-
criminated'against have a valid cause, but they must be able to
communicate facts about their problems to the majority in order to
get sympathy, help and then change.

What areas in the lives of Mexican-Americans are most in need
of attention? Which methods best apply t which areas? S+- "-es
Would be a relatively far fetched attempt at changing the admin-
istration of justice in the Southwest. Involvement and communication
are keys, but so is knowledge of the problems at hand,

II. Specific Objectives. When you finish this unit, you will
be able to

1. Explain in NNriting what organizations have been formed
to advance "la Causa" and "la Raza" since World War II and what
they (especially labor unions) have sone to be.effective.

2. Explail, and express in writing an apprecation for the develop-
ment of th, Chicano Power movement among Mexican -Americans.

3. Explain in writing which areas of 3'fe have been most in
need of attention because of racial diEc-:imination against
Mexican-Americans.

4, Express an appreciation for the constructive efforts of
Mexican-Americans to improve their lives and obtain those civil
rights deserved by all American citizens.

III, Required Reading Material. Read each of the following
assignments,

1. The Mexican American and the U.S. pp, 43-60

2, South by Southwest. pp. 117-120..

3, The Chicanos optional Mexican-American Voices E.



IV. .Extr-, - :-- ..1 -
Air .,.--14", r- '''''''

unit reap: any cv the following assignment and tu:n in notes for
extra credt.

The Chicans. pp. 157-316.

North from Mexico. C. McWilliams. pp. 275-304

Los Mojad, J. Samora
011,1 ...*- !PT ,RV

A Forgctter, American. L.Hernandez pp. 14-34

La Raza. S. Stein

.19zi.g_sa722,22ELa91-1? A Brief Lck at their History! J. Nava
pP:-46-5.

Mexican-American in the Southwest. E. Galarsa

The Mexican-American 5 AL'AmAening Minority, M. Servin. pp. 143-
IEUTTO- rfinTp 1-79 -717 21TrzT17, 727, 277-235.

Sal Si Puedes Cesar Chavez and the New American Revolution.
157RIENIes

MexicarAmericanYouth. C. Heller
dim0.17111.0=1,010.1Mic.111.1.1.21.

Health in the Mexican- American Culture. M. Clark

La Razat Forgotten American. J. Samora

The New Life: La ------------Vids Nueva -- The Mexican American Today. A. Dobrin-----------__

Seanish Surnamed American Em2lament in the Southwest. F. Schmidt4.9 =10=EYD. essvem.Marr eca.0,ecc &veva nwe w=.wr. aseravow

Mexican-Americans and the Administration of iusece in the South-
gga".7-777§. conim'ission on Civir Rights,

A Documentary History of the Mexican-Americans. W. Moquim pp. 389-
TUE.

V. Required Activities. complete each of the following assign-
ments using the material you have read.

1. Answer the following question in writing in your own words.
1.171,at is a "bracero" What effect, on the lives of Mexican-Ameracans
does the use of "Braceros" have?

2. Explai- the importance of the American G.I. Forum.
3. Who i Cesar Chavez, and why is he important to Mexican=
Americans?

2 Choose 2 of the following acti'.ities.

2



1. Do a time line shows.-.(1 the major migrations and the
major events in the struggle for acceptance by the Mexican-
Americans.

2. Pick 2 short stories from the Chicano(one on the Anglo view
and one on the Mexican -American view) and turn in abstrats
(short summaries). Turn in the title and author also.

3. raw a poster calling for Mexican-Americans to support la causa
and rata.

4, Do a political cartoon on Chicano Power.

5. Draw a poster calling for suppoz by Mexican-Americans for
a strike against poor working conditions and low salaries.

4. Choose 2 of the following activities.
1. Pretend you are in charge of a community service organization
which is attempting to improve the life of Mexican-American
in the area, Make a list of possible activities, you might
use to draw attention to your plight.

2. Prepare a speech to be given to the class on the import-
ance of better working conditions to the Mexican-Americans
and the need for action rather than apathy in dealing with
the problems existing between the U.S. and Mexican-Americans.

3. Write an essay on the importance of organization using
4-he cause of the Mexican-Americans as your priMary example.
Of course, you may use °the", too.

4. Write a paper on things in your history and your back
ground that you are proud of -- your history can mean the
history of your people, not just your personal life.

5. Read a magazine article on La Raza or on any asp* _t of the
Chicano movement. Turn in an abstract eith bibliographical
information.

5. Choose 1 of the following activities.

1. Read La Raza: Forgotten American J. Samora and using
the inrormaEron-in rhii corrgctra or essay, write your own
essay on the problems facing Mexican-Americans today.

2. Prepare an.oral report on ne of the following topics
and present it to the class,
a. Justice under the Law for Mexic-.-Americans.
b. The Effective of Strikes to Improve Wages and Working
Conditions for Mexican-Americans.
c. Chicano Power.
d. Cesar Chavez
e. Lee Trevino
f. RicardoMontalban
g. Reies Tijerine



3. Write an essay on the inr,casing job opportunities for
MexicanAmericans in the Southwest, Ask the teacher for suggestions
on sources.. Your finished paper should be well-organied and well-
supported (2-3) pages.

VI.Extra Activities.
Viva Chiuln.:), F Bonham.

Plum Picker. R. Bar. di,
ownesseavenaro,aravrtote.restevrec...e=

Chicano Cruz., W. Cox
LiV41. .1C TO

Or see the teacher for addit.ional suggestions for extra activities.,

4



MEXICAN-AMERICANS UNIT 1

I. PROBLEM

What does Mex%can-American mean? Do Mexican-Americans
have their own history or do they just adopt the history of
the country in which they live? Are all Spanish speaking
Americans called Mexican-Americans? Where do most Mexican-
Americans live? Why would we want to study the background
and culture of the Mexican-Americans?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

When you finish this unit you will be able to:

1. Explain in writing and orally. what the term "Mexican-
American" means.

2. Give 3 examples in writing of ways in which Mexican-
Americans have contributed to the Southwest.

3. Explain in writing and orally why we are studying
the heritage of the Mexican-Americans..

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Read the following pages carefully.

The Mexican-American and the United States. p. 7-11

South by Southwest. p. 1-15.

IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL

For a deeper understanding of the problems and questions
involved in this unit, read any of the following material.

Mexican-Americans: A Brief Look at Their History. pp.
9-12

North From Mexico. pp. 19-47.

A Forgotten American. L. Hernandez (in library) pp. 7-13.



V. REQUI7::D

Complete each of tho following acts pities.

1. Using the reading material, answer the following
questions in writing in your own words and in
complete sentences.

1. Why can't you :.,,scribe all Mexican Ameri-
cans as Spanish-speaking and visa-versa?

2. What contributions have Mexican-Americans
made to the Southwest?

3. What different Old World cultures are in-
cluded when we speak of Spanish ancestry.

Interview someone not taking Southwest History (student
or adult) about what he or shL2 thinks "Mexican American'
means. Also ask the person you interview if he or she
thinks Mexican-Americans have been important in the
Southwest and ask him or her to explain his or her
answer. rclani7.(2 and write your findings in a 1 page
paper to Le checked by the teacher. Make sure you
tell whom you interviewed.

3. Choose at least 2 of the following activities.

1. Pick urn a sheet on political cartoons from
the teacher. After studying it, draw a
political cartoon expressing your opinion
about the contributions of Mexican-Americans

to the Southwest.

2. Write an original essay on the pride involved
in Span;_sh ancestry. Use your imagination as
well as facts presented in the reading material.
The essay should be a well organized and care-
fully written paper at least 1 page long.

3. Write an original essay on prejudice and dis-
crimination. Use any personal observations or
experiences to support your opinions. Your
essay should be a well organized and carefully
written paper at least 1 page long.

4. Write one well organized original paragraph on
the reason you think we are studying the back-
ground of Mexican-Americans.

4. Participate in class discussions.

5. Take the test over this unit.

2



VI. EXTRA ACTIVITIES

If you would like to do more activities to increase

your understanding of the Mexican-American heritage please

see the teacher for suggestions.

scrapbook of articles on Mexican-Americans

Red Sky at Morning

Pocho

3
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contributions had on the colonized peoples.

3. Express orally an appreciation for the types of atti-
tudes which developed under Spanish colonization and
which have contributed to the pride in the Mexican-
American heritage and the growing resistance to the
suppression of civil rights of Mexican-Americans.

4 Express orally and in writing the frustrations of
Mexican-Americans who were discriminated against during
the latter half of the 1800's and explain their attempts
to right wrongs against them ( including the activities
of people such as Juan Cortina and Joaquin MurietaJ

5. Explain in writing the reasons for the revolution in
Mexico in 1910 and how these reasons as well as condi-
tions in Mexico could have (1) forced many-people north
to live in the United States (2) affected their aptitudes
toward equality, work and their new home in general.

6. Describe in writing the attitudes toward these new
arrivals held by Mexican-Americans who had been in the
U.S. much longer than they and by Anglos.

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL. Read each of the following
references.

1. The Mexican-American and the U.S. pp. 11-29.

2. South, by Southwest. pp. 25-67, 92-111.

3. The material in the study guide.

IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL. For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit read any of the following references:

Zapata and the Mexican Revolution. J. Womac.

A Documentary History of Mexican-Americans. W. Moquin. pp. 1-
328.

Out from Under. J. Atwater.

The Arizona Pageant. Par'. pp. 31-64.

Indians. American Heritage. pp. 79-88, 98-101.

A Short History of Mexico. J. McHenry.

The Conquest by New Spain. B. Diaz.

2



Cortes and the Aztec Conquest. Horizon.

North from Mexico. C. McWilliams.

Glory, God and Gold. P. Wellman. pp. 3-118, 175-178.

Land of Many Frontiers. 0. Faulk. 5-137.

The Southwest Old and New. W. Hollon. 44-85, 107-174.

The Mexicans. V. Alba. pp. 37-203.

The Heroic Triad. P. Horgan. pp. 83-154.

Viva Juarez. A. Smart.

Juarez, Hero of Mexico. N. Baker.

V. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES. Using the reading material, complete
each of the following activities.

1. Questions. Answer the following questions in writing in
your own words.

1. List 3 constructive contributions the Spaniards
made during the colonization period.

2. Describe life in Texas in the early 1800's.
Include comments about occupations, discrimina-
tions, nistorical events, etc.

3. List two reasons Mexicans wanted to revolt against
Diaz.

4. Who was Joaquin Murieta? Why was he important?

2. Choose at least 2 of the following activities:

1. Prepare an oral report on one of the following
topics and present your report to the class.
You may get suggestions for references to help
you prepare your report from the teacher.

a. The settlement of California by the Spanish.

b. The relationship between the Spanish and the
Indians of the Southwest.

c. The importance of the Catholic Church in the
settlement, of the Southwest by the Spaniards.

d. Estaban the Black explorer.

3



e. The legend of the Seven Cities of Gold and
the Spanish quest to find them.

f. Cabeza de Vaca and his encounter with the
Indians of the Southwest.

g. Occupations of New Spain.

2. Write an essay on the effect which Spanish
colonizations had on the development of either:
1 pride in the heritage of all Mexicanicans
or 2. reasons for the growing attitude against
suppression of civil rights of Mexican-Americans
(that is, was Spanish colonization handled in
such a way that natives were encouraged or sup-
pressed in any efforts for liberty and equality
under Spanish rule?) Use ideas and examples to
support your ideas. Your finished paper should
be a well-written, well-organized paper of about
2 pages.

3. Find a magazine article on the history of Mexico
or the Southwest during this period of time and
read it. Turn in an abstract (short summary) of
the article and include the name of the article,
name of the magazine, volume number, date and
pages on which the article appears.

4. Do a research paper on the Texas revolution.
In your paper cover the caures, and methods used
by Texans to obtain independence from Mexico.
You might even try to cover the part played by
Mexican-Americans in the revolution. (Biblio-
graphy, footnotes, etc. -- 4-5 pp.)

5. Do a research paper on a comparison of Mexilan
revolutionaries such as Zapata, Villa, etc. and
American revolutionaries such as Sair Adams,
Patrick Henry, etc. (Bibliography, footnotes,
etc. -- 4-5 pp.)

6. Write an essay on the importance of the Mexican
revolution to the history of Mexico. Your finished
product should be a well-written, well-organized,
paper which used specific examples to back your
opinions. (1 1/2 - 2 pages.)

3. Choose at least 1 of the following activities.

1. Draw a political cartoon on the goca or bad
points of the government of Diaz in Mexico.
Please get a sheet on how to do political
cartoons from the teacher before you start this
assignment.

4



2. Do a political cartoon on the feelings toward
Benito Juarez in Mexico. Please get a sheet
on how to do political cartoons before you
start.

3. Draw a political cartoon expressing the impor-
tance of Pancho Villa in the Mexican revolution.

4. Draw a political cartoon expressing your opinion
as a Mexican revolutionary about the land reform
proposals.

5. Write an editorial on the importance of the ideas
presented in the Constitution of 1917.

6. Write a paper (1-2 pp) on the attitudes held by
Mexican-Americans toward new arrivals from Mexico
in the 1920's.

VI. EXTRA ACTIVITIES. For suggestions for extra activities,
please see the teacher.

Two Novels of Mexico. M. Azuela.

Death Comes for the Archbishop. W. Cather.

The Last Emperor. B. And J. Young

The Time of the Gringo. E. Arnold.

The Tilted Sombrero. E. Lampman.

Mission in Mexico. J.R. Williams.
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THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN VI. Mexican-Americans Begin to be Heard.

I. PROBLEM. It has been during thiS century that-most Mexi-
can-Americans have come to the United States. Only after
about 1930, though, have Mexican - Americans begun to organize
to achieve equality in jobs, education, housing and other civil
rights. Many injustices were thrust upon Mexicah-Americans
during this period. When the ruling majority feels threatened
its members often resort to tactics, which might seem unfair
to an impartial witness, in order to preserve their power.
Thus many American citizens were unlawfully deported back to
Mexico during the 1930's.

What did Mexican-Americans do for themselves to stop
_these injustices. How did World War II affect the attitudes
toward Mexican-Americans? What effect has the relationship
between Mexico and the United statds had on the attitude
toward Mexican - Americans, or visa versa?

II. Specific Objectives. When you complete this unit, you will
be able to:

1. Explain in writing the types of injustices experienced
by Mexican-Americans.

2. Explain in writing how Mexican-Americans began to organize
to improve their civil rights and give examples in
writing of 1 organization formed before 1945 for this
purpose*

3. Explain in writing what types of occupations were open
to Mexican-Americans during this period of time (up to
1945) and describe in writing the effect of the Depres-
sion on job opportunities for Mexican - Americans.

III. Required Reading Material.

1* The Mexican-American and the U.S. pp. 30-42

2. South by Southwest. pp. 112-117.

3. The Chicanos: Mexican American Voices pp. 25-82.

IV. Extra Reading Material. For a deeper understanding of the
material covers' in this unite read any of the following
references. Take notes to be handed in for extra credit.

La Raza S. Steiner

North From Mexico* C. McWilliams. pp. 167-274.

Barrio Boy E. Galaraza
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ThezgjAzriericans;Aruayie34akeninmjnorit. M Servin.
piH21j=517317.177-6.1F-11rr.8-7577 97-711.13.1313415 r 116-124r
124-142.

Los Moiados. Samora.

The Chicano pp. 115-156.

A Documentary History of Mexican-Americans pp. 329-388

V. Required Activitiss. Complete each of the following activi-
ties.

1. Using the reading material, answer the following questions
in writing in you own words.

1. How did World War II help the cause of the Mexican-
American?

2. What organizations were started during this period of
time to help the Mexican-Americans in the United
States? Were any of them effective?

3. Around which parts of people's lives have efforts
to help Mexican-Americans centered? Explain.

2. Choose 2 of the following activities. Get a sheet on
political cartoons first.

1. Draw a political cartoon on the subject of wetbacks.
You may take either the side of the Mexican-American
or the side of the United States in your interpretation
of the term.

2. Draw a political cartoon on the subject of the part
played by Mexican-Americans in World War II.

3. Draw a political cartoon about deportations of
Mexican-Americans.

4. Draw a political cartoon showing the reasons many
people in the U.S. at first wanted many Mexican-
Americans to migrate to the U.S.

3. Choose 2 of the following activities.

1. Pretend you are a reporter for the L.A. Times.
Write an editorial on illegal entry to the U.S.
by Mexican-Americans.

2. Pretend you are a Mexican-American trying to cross
the border into the U.S. illegally. Describe your
reasons and experiences as you make your move.
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Use your imagination as you give facts about your back-
ground, activities and goals.

3. Prepare a debate 14 students only) on immigration
problems in the U.S during the first half of the 20th
century. Two people should take the side that unlimited
immigration should be allowed (for Nexican-American
immigration) and 2 should take the side that it is bad
for the U.S. (and in what way ?; for unlimited immigration
to be allowed.

4. Write a well-organized paper comparing discrimination
against Mexican- A :ericans during the 1930's with discrim-
ination against Japanese-Americans during World War II.
Support your ideas with specific examplesc, Use The
Other Americans. K. Wright.

4. Test.

VI. Extra Activities.

1. Read one of the following books and fill out a critique
form.

Across the Tracks. B. and J. Young

Good-Bye Amigos. B. and J. Young

You Can't Get There By. Bus.

Poncho. J.A. Villarreal.

2. La Rasa filmstrip

3. See the teacher for additional possibilities for extra
activities.
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COWBOYS -- AERICANS IN THE SOUTHWEST

I. PROBLEM

Much of the lore of the Amer-I-an West has to do with
that hard co -def2ne character -- the cowboy. Ask any easterner
and he will tell you the West is "full of cowboys and Indians."
Every one carries a gun and herds cattle. In another unit you
will have a chance to study the agriculture -- both ranching
and farming.-- of the Southwest. But in this unit you should
concern yournef. with the cowboy -- the man and the leaend.
What was he re:tly like? How did stories began to develop
about him and ':shv? What were some of these stories? What
place did he have in the history of the Southwest?

Not only stories, but a whole realm of music has been
developed areund the cowboy. What are these songs like? Do
they realistically represent the cowboy?

11. sPrciric OL.,..CTIVES

Upon completLc,)n of this unite you will be able to:

1. Expiein cra]iy to the teacher the importance of the
cowboy to thrJ American Southwest.

2, Explain 3. %iting at least 2 hazards which %ere waiting
for the cL:wbey in the performance of his duties.

3. Giv?e in writing at least 2 specific contributions of the
cowboy to the culture of America and the Southwest.

4. Describe in writing at least one specific job c. a cowboy
such as trail boss, range boss, drag rider, etc.)

5. Compare the r.owboy -- myth and reality.

171. READING MATERIAL

1. Read the material on the cowboy in the Study Guide,

2. Read any 20 pages from references in the following books.
Take notes and hand them in to be checked by the teacher.

Cp2,±11Dyll2Cattle Country, American Heritage,

Prospector, Cowhand and Sodbuster. R. Rerris. pp. 40-63.

Afrierican Cattle Trails. M. Place. pp. 32-142.

Pony Tracks. P. Remington- 53-82.



Pecos Bill. H. Felton.

New Tall Tales of Pecos Bill. H. Felton.

The Adventures of the Negro Cowboys. P. Burham.

. Cowboy. R. Santee

The Humor of the American Cowboy. Hoig.

The American Cowboy, The Myth and the Reality. J. Frantz
and J. Choate, Jr.

Come and Get It. R. Adams.

IV. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES

Complete each of the following activities.

1. Using the reading material, find the answers to the
following questions and write them down in your own
words:

1. Describe a typical cowboy. Include facts
about his clothing, appearance and personality.

i:% What were some of the tools of the cowboys' trade?

3, Describe the duties involved in any two jobs a
cowboy might have.

2. Write an essay explaining the importance of the cowboy to
the American Southwest. Your finished essay should be a
well-written, well-organized paper in which your opinions
are supported by facts from the reading you have done.

3. Watch the filmstrip on Cowboy Songs. Write a paragraph
on what you learned about the life of a cowboy from the
songs.

4. Choose 2 of the following activities.

1. Imagine you are a trail boss on a long cattle
drive. Write one for more) entry to a diary
in which .rou describe the tasks, experiences
and frustrations which you encounter. Your
finished diary should be at least one page.
long,

2. Interview someone who works or has worked on a
ranch. Ask him about his tasks and write a I
page paper on the difference between the cowboy
of the 1800's and the cowboy of today. If you

2



wish you may use magazine articles from the library
to find information about the cowboy of today also,

3. Locate the books on Cowboy songs in the library.
Using these sources write a paper on the music of
the cowboy, Explain about what the songs were
written and why you think they were iand are so
popular:

4. Draw an original picture of a cowboy involved in
a typical activity, This activity is for those
of you who enioy art-oriented activities, not for
those of yOu who are looking for an easy activity.
Sloppy, carelessly done pictures will not be
accepted,

5. Watch any of the TV shows or movies about cowboys.
Compare in writing the difference between the cowboy
as he is presented on TV and the real cowboy. Your
comparison should be supported by facts and exam-
ples and should be at least 1 page long.

6, Conduct a sing-in of cowboy songs in class. Give
the background of the songs you use also.

V. EXTRA ACTIVITIES

If you wish to do an extra activity please see the teacher,
This unit would be an excellent time to read a novel;'

Magazine articles on today's cowboy

Shane

Comparison of myth and real cowboy either by a research
paper or by reading one book on each side.

4

"The Long Drive" -- get if from the teacher.

3
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The Cattle, ,,ong Drive by Perry Case.
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AMERICANS in 'ziffl SOUTHOJ1ST Mr.D1CINE

1. PROBIXM. "Take your sinuses- to.Arizona" is a nationally
televised adverciseraent for Dristan. How many of you think that
the West is a healthful place to live? The history of the West
as a "health frontier" is a long one. The western traveler
slowly spread experiences and reports to the rest of the nation.
Texas had an early reputation as a healthful place. "Knowledge
of cli:atic advantages and of the experiences of restored coughers
was easily noticeable within the texts of material describing the
new nation (Texas)."1 As time passed many people began to travel
to the Southwest because of its growing reputation as a place of
refuge from disease. People even joined the army to move South-
west and fight the Mexican War for reasons of health. These
people in turn spread more reports. For instance, "Captain George
W. Hughes, topographical engineer with the Arkansas volunteers,
recorded that San Antonio was a 'healthy and beautiful town,'
that the vicinity around it also was said to be very healthy,'
and that there was 'apparently no cause for disease-...!:2

However, when tested, much of the rumor failed to
hold up under pressure. Mining camps were far from healthy. They
were often 'too damp, and it was impossible to get proper food or
shelter. These conditions were largely found in the Northwest
so the Southwest retained its reputation as an aid to the cure of
diseases. Nonetheless, people who helped spread the rumor
probably ignored numerous "casually reported deaths."

Another important aspect of medicine in the West is
the frontier doctor. In -studying.frontiPr medicine one becomes
aware of how inventive frontier doctors had to be and of how
little they knew in relation to what doctors today know. "The
germ theory was only sketchily understood by a few medical
leaders, although most-doctors were at least disposed to the
use of soap and water. There were no tablets, no pills, and no
fluid extracts. There were no hypodermics, and a doctor rubbed
a quantity of morphine or opium into a scratch in the skin to
relax his patient."3 Doctors in the old Southldest had to work
under all kinds.of conditions on all kinds of injuries.

With so many doctors, so little equipment, such
primitive medical knowledge why was the West known as such a
healthful place? And what kinds of problems did doctors run
into in the West? What kind of man was the fronteir doctor?
How do the men, knowledge and equipment of the medical profes-
sion of the old West compare with the ,men, knowledge and equip-
ment of the medical profession today?

1. B. Jones. Health-Seekers in the Southwest, 1817-1900.
(University of Oklahoma Press, Norman), 1967. p. 70.
2. ibid., pp. 79-80.
3. R. Dunlop. Doctors of the American Frontier. (Doubleday

& Company, Inc., Garden City), 1962. p. 3.
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II. Specific Objectives

When you complete this unit you will be able to:

1. Describe in writing the various tools and techniques
used by the frontier doctor.

2, Compare orally the tools and techniques of the frontier
doctor with the doctor of today",

3. Explain in writing why the Southwest has a reputation
for being a healthful place to live and how this repu-
tation has developed.

4, Express orally an appreciation for the inventiveness
of the frontier physician and for the advances made in
medicine in the present century.'

III Required reading

1. Read the material included in the Study Guide.

2. Read one of the following assignments. Take notes to
be handed in

a. one of the magazine articles on the teacher's
desk on early medicine.

b. at least 30 pages from one of the following
references:

Doctors of the American Frontier. R. Dunlop

Health Seekers in the Southwest, 1817-1900.
B. Jones

The Horse and Buggy Doctor. Hertzler

IV. Required Activities

Complete each of the following activities:

1. Answer the following questions in writing.

1. Describe the typical frontier physician. Include
facts about his equipment and personality and 'dedi-
cation.

2. What were some techniques used by the frontier physi-
cian? What were some examples of cases he had to treat?

2



2 Write an edivr-drial for the Yuma Uerald about the importance
of the frontier.doctors. Use examples and ideas from the
reading you have done al-.d your imagination t!o make your
article as realistic as possible.

3. Choose 2 of the following activities.

1, Prepare an attractive advertising brochure on all the
latest medical equipment and drugs available to doctors
in the 1800's. Use pictures you can find at home or
draw pictures from books in the room.

2. Read 2 magazine articles on medical techniques today
and using the in-Fnrmaton from the articles and Leading
material in the Study Guide, write a 1-2 page paper
comparing modern medical techniques with those of the
1800's.

3. Prepare an-oral report to be given to the class on one
of the following topics.

a. The reasons for the healthful reputation of
the Southwest. Use examples and pictures
gathered from magazine articles about the
climate of the Southwest.

b. Other healthful places in the world such as
Lourdes, France, which have a history and
reputation as places which can cure diseases.
Check the Reader's Guide to Periodical Liter-
ature.

4. Take the post-test on medicine.

Extra Activities

Complete any of the following activities.

1. Interview a doctor or a nurse about modern techniques
used on diseases which where killers in, the 1800's such
as cholera, tuberculosis, typhoid fever, etc. Before
you conduct your interview prepare a list of questions
and topics you want to discuss and show them to the
teacher. After the interview, write up your findings
in at least a one page paper in which you present your
findings and reactions.

2. Read a book on any aspect of medicine or a biography
of any person important in medical research. O.K. your
choice with the teacher.

3. Check with the teacher for additional possible extra
activities.

3
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BUSINESS IN THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

I° PROBLEM., The 1800's was a time when many a fortune was made
and lost on ventures ranging from mining to ranching. Banking
trading. railroading and the development of hotels, restaurants
and saloons flourished in the new boom towns of the West, What
kind of man gambled his time and money on the hopes of accumu-
lating a fc,:tune in the business world, What opportunities
were open an enterprising young m.-in who wanted to be success-
ful? How o business opportunities now compare with those of the
1800's? Was there more of an opportunity in the 1800's to become
a sw.7cessful businessman than there is not? Why or why not?
What types of governmental controls were there on business and how
did those which did exist compare with Ones today?

II. Specific Objectives, When yoil complete this unit you will
be able to

1. Describe in writing some of the business opportunities
which existed in the Southwest in the 1800's,

2. Compare in writing the character of business opportunities
of the 1800's in the Southwest with the character of business
opportunities today,

3, Explain some of the controls which existed and were created
to apply to business in the 1800's and compare them with ones
today.

III. Required Reading material,

1. The Arizona Pageant. pp, 183-1866 164-1686 140-151,

2, The mimeographed material in the Study Guide.

30 Read one of the following. Take notes to be handed in.
Record the title of the book and the pages read.

an Any one chapter in Bankers and Cattlemen. G.Mn Cressley

bn "The Arizona Cattle Industry." J. Wilson. Arizona and
the West. Volume 80 #46 Winter, 1966. pp. 339-348n

co "Meals by Fred Harvey." LI.; Henderson, Arizona and the
West, Volume 86 #46 Winter& 1966. pp. 305-322.

d. "Hotels of the Old West." Re van Orman, Americarlort
Illustrated. Volume III, #6, October, 19680

en "Palaces on Wheels." in Ross. American Histor Illus-
trated° Volume III. #7. November, Tgre7,-61-57-3

f. Silver Kin!. On Lewis. Any one chapter.----------

1



g The Sa2a_oi_the Comstock Lode G, Lyman, pp. 77-103
133-M7-.:205-214. 262-268.

h. The COmeani_Town J Allen, Any one chapter from pp.

Indian Traders IleNitt. Any one chapter.-,,m,em, em-ve dm. eor

j, a Wild Land, J Myers, Any one chapter.

k, The El Dorado Trail, F0 Egan, 29-45.

1, America's Western Frontiers, J, Haywood, pp. 93-128c

m, fly Sixty Years on Ise Plains, W, T. Hamilton, pp, 26 -32w
145-152

n Mote Than Five in a Bed, Any one chapter,ow' anC Tem rfraer,eln lear,OW V.V.70,0a"

IV, Extra Reading Material. For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, read any of the following references and
take notes to be ahnded in for extra credit,

Ralston's R'n7- G Lyman.

Bonanza Inn 01 Lewis,

nesalsof the Comstock Lode, G, Lyman

Print in a Wild Land, Myers,

Indian Traders, McNitt,

Silver Kings. O Lewis,

An Overland_Journet, H. Greeley

Bankers and Cattlemen, G.M. Gressley,

The Big Four, 0. Lewis.

V, Required Activities, Comrlete each of the following activities,

1. Answer t%e following questions in your own words in writing.

1, List 3 business opportunities open to settlers in the
Southwest.
2, Why was ther more chance for a reasonable amount of success
in businessventures on the frontier than in today's busi-
ness world. Give any examples you can think of th support
your ideas

2



2, Choose I the following activities

1, Read the mimeographed material on The Economic impact
of the Frontier," (obtain the article from the teacher)
Write a short (1-2 page) essay on the development of a spirit
of experimentation in frontier business and how this spirit
affects all parts of our lives.

2. R 2 magazine articles on one particular type of business
of yo, choice. Write an abstract of each article including
the title of the magazine, the title of the article, the author,
the volume date and pages on which the articles appear, Then,
write a short (1/2.1 page) comparison of modern business ven-
tures and frontier business ventures. Give specific examples.

3r. Interview someone who runs his own business. Ask such
questions as how he started his business, how he decided
what type of business to go into, what problems or difficul-
ties he encountered and what rewards he has gotten out of
his business. Write up your interview in a 1-2 page paper
in whic you present your findings and reactions considering
your readings on business in the frontier Southwest,

3c Choose 2 of the following activities,

1. Prepare an attractive, authentically done advertisment
for a business which might have existed in the Southwest in
the 1800's.

2. Pretend that you are touring the West. Write an excerpt
from a journal of your experiences in which you comment on
different businesses you would have run across in your travels.

3, Using the information from the article on saloons, write
an essay on the difference between bars and saloons. You
might also cover the difference between saloons as pictured
in the article and saloons as pictured in movies avid on T.V.
(Extra research, from the library of course (magazine articled]
might be necessary to complete this choice.)

4. Prepare an oral report on one of the following topics as
they apply to the frontier Soutwest.

Hotels Bankers
Indian traders Restaurants
Trappers The business of silver mining.

4

4. Take the test on this unit,

VI. For extra activities on this unit, please see the teacher.

3
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ANCIENT INDIAN CULTURES

I. PROBLEM

Where did Indians come from? Have they always been in
the Western Hemisphere or did they come from somewhere else?
If so, where? How do we know about Indian culturoS in the
Southwest that no longer exist? Who are the ancestors of
tLe present Indiana in the Southwest and what was their life
like? Why should we concern ourselves with Indian cultures
which no longer exist?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

At the rAmpletion of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Compare in writing and orally the major Indian
cuAtural groups in Arizona. This comparison would
cover the origin of each and at least 2 aspects in
the lives of the Indians in these major cultural
groups.

2. Locate the major Indian cultural ciroups on a map of
Arizona.

3. Explain in writing and orally about at least 2 ways
we learn about Indian cultures which no longer exist.

4. Explain in writing and orally why we study cultures
which no longer exist.

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Read each of the following references:

1. Chapter 2 Arizona Pageant

2. The material in the study guide.

IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL

For a deeper understanding of the material in this unit,
read any of the following sources:

Early Man in the New World. K. MacGowan

Prehistoric Indians of the Southwest. N.M. Wormington

An Introduction to the Stud of Southwestern Archaeolo
Kidder

Americans Before Columbus. E.C. Baitz



V. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES.

Complete each of the following activities.

1. Answer the following questions in your own words in writing
and hand them in to be checked by the teacher.

1. List the major Indian cultural groups in Arizona.

2. How did the geography (climate, vegetation, etc.)
of the Southwest influence the way of life for
the Indians of the Southwest?

3. What is the accepted origin of Indians in the
Western Hemisphere? (Were Indians always in the
Western Hemisphere, and if not where did they
come from and how did they get here?)

2. Pretend you are a reporter ftpr the Arizona Daily Star.
Write a newspaper article in your own words at least 1/2
page long describing a "new find" in Southwestern archaeol-
ogy. Be sure to include an explanation of the importance
of this ''find''. Make your article as realistic as possible.

3. Choose at least two of the following activities and get the
approval of the teacher on the one you choose.

1. Prepare a finished, neat, well-laid-out travel
brochure advertising the advantages of 1 of the
ancient Indian cultures.

2. Put the Indian tribes of Arizona on an attractive
map of Arizona you get from the teacher. The
finished map should be correct and neat.

3. Read in library sources about one ancient Indian
culture. Take noted and record sources and page
numbers to be checked by the teacher.

4. Prepare an attractive brochure showing illustra-
tions of artifacts of early Indian cultures of
the Southwest.

5. Pretend you are on an archaeological expedition
in the Southwest. Write an entry to a diary 1 1/2
pages long explaining important finds, techniques
and experiences on your expedition.

4. Participate in class discussions.

VI. EXTRA ACTIVITIES

If you wish to do extra activities having to do with ancient
Indian cultures please see the teacher for suggestions.



ANCIENT Cl.li,TURES

THE COCIIISE PEOPLE

The Cochise people were given their name by archaeologists
because evidence of their existence was found in Cochise County.
These earliest people of Arizona were ancestors of the :4c9ollon
people. They followed the mammoth hunters with records extending
over eight thousand years. With the disappearance of big game,
the Cochise became more dependent on plant food. Their stones
for grinding the plant foods were similar to the mano and metate
used by later Indians. Around 2,000 B.C. the Cochise started
growing a maize of primitive corn acquired from the people of
Mexico. About the same time that maize was introduced in Ariz-
ona, squash and beans appeared. Two thousand years ago, agri-
culture was well-established in Arizona. The ability to control
the growing of food was the beginning in the Southwest of man's
ability to control his environment. From this point, archaeolo-
gists begin associating the Indian tribes of Arizona with the
three physical divisions of the state. These divisions are:
the desert, the mountains, and the plateau region. These zones
developed three C!..fferent cultures or tribal groups; namely the
Hohokam people of the desert, the Mogollon of the mountains,
and the Anasazi of the plateau regions. The food production
was of course closely a-Jociated in all three areas with the
Indian's biggest problem--water.

THE ANASAZI CULTURE

Anasazi is a Navajo word meaning "Ancient Ones" and applies to
the prehistoric inhabitants of the plateau areas of the Southwest.
The first period of development is known as the Basketmaker Era
and ended around 700 A.D. It is impossible at the present time
to give the beginning date of the Baske,tmaker Era but it is
thought that these people were in Arizona well before the birth
of Christ. The study of tree rings called dendrochronology.
provides us with information back to 217 A.D. The study relates
the individual annual growth rings of trees to the climatic con-
ditions of a given year. This science was founded by Dr. Andrew
Ellicott Douglass, who, before his death in 1962, was associated
with the University of Arizona. Since most of the known ruins
are in the Anasazi culture, more study has been made of this
group than that.of the Hohokam or the Mogollon Indians. Many
Basketmaker remarks are found along cliff faces in shelters
worn in the rock by the action of water and wind. Due to the
arid plateau climate and the protection of the shelters, the
bodies were mummufied. Offerings found with the bodies are:
baskets, food, weapons, and always a pair of unworn sandals.
The type of articles lead us to conclude that the Anasazi,
believed in a life after death. These ancient people had no
metal, no pottery, no cotton or wool and no work animals. They
provided a base for the later high culture by utilizing wood,
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hone, !.alt fibers and their own hair. The appearance
of thu was similar to present-day Indians but little
is known 6f type of clothing worn. Aprons made of yucca
or Ce6uf ,ssible served as skirts. Blankets of fur,
fc.Ainc, dead, probably were used by the living.
Beae6 ,:try was rough, the yucca sandal was the major
item of (;4uthing for the Basketmaker. The sandal -shoe Anasazis
traveled grc:at dictances to obtai- shells which they used for
ornaments. The shells were olivella or abalone which came from
the Pacific Coast. Hair ornaments and necklaces, other than
shell, consjsted of bone, feathers, leads, stone, seeds and
acorn cups. The caves or shelters contained cists which pro-
vided storage space for corn and was often a final resting
place for the dead. Cori was of small, tropical variety and
was cultivated by digging sticks having a rounded point and
measurir 45 or more inches in length. Severalkernels of
corn: were placed in a hill at a depth of one foot. Squash
plants provider food as well as vessels and other foods
included roots bulbs, sunflower seeds, pinyon. nuts, corns,
berries, choke berries, yucca and cactus fruit. Small animals
consumed by the Anasazis included; rabbits, prairie dogs,
gophers, badgers, field mice and birds while large animals
used for fc,c.,d 1n7luded deer, mountain sheep and mountain lions.
The aniT4At _Ocjns were used for clothing. 'These animals were
caught by snares and the atlatl (spear). Although the early
Basketmake6 did net use the bow and arrow there is evidence
that they had contact with people who did. The most distinctie
feature of these people was the baskets they made. The carrying
and water baskets were shaped to be carried comfortably on the
back. Some of the baskets were approximately two feet high and
held two or three gallons of water. The later period, called
the Modified Basketmaker Period, saw a more settled life and
the establisnment of communities. This period is estimated
to have stagy ed around 475 A.D. and ended around 710 A.D. True
potter- making was an important development of the Modified
Baskimaker. It was light to medium gray, painted with a
mixture blledplant juice, possibly the bee weed. Pottery
did not replace basketry. With the later period of the Basket-
makers cato types of corn, cultivation of beans, begin-
ning of v.. Hoqe life, firing of pottery, and the use of the
bow and arrow. The second period of Anasazi culture is known
as the I'l!(1-1310 L,eriod. Pueblo is a Spanish word meaning a group
of pf-,opl, a village. The general dates covering this
period i 700 to 1100 A.D. The outstanding change to
surface k:t.r.lres. Walls at firstwere made of poles and
adobe but. l;:ter were made of masonry. Large many-roomed struc-
tures br.:c1(:, ,w)re common. In the earliest structures the rooms
were not conno,c:ted, but later ones were. An example of the
evolution 1..tb pit houses to ceremonial buildings is four. near
Allantow,! ;:b.Aern Arizona. This period covers the years 814
to approi-:Itiy 1014 A.D. Unit .houses are referred to as clan
houses, closely associated with the family social organization.
A clan a. group of individuals descended from the same female
ancestor. iottery improved (black on white and corrugated),
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axes and hoes came into use, and cotton was grown and woven into
fabrics. All of the above developments started what is called
the "Golden Age" of the Anasazi. This next great period or
"Golden Age" is dated from around 1050 A.D. until the end of
the 13th century. During the Golden Age Anasazi culture reached
its highest development. Houses reached up to five stories in
height. Some were built in the open and others in natural cav-
erns or cliffs. An example of the range of architecture is
found around Kayenta, Arizona, where both cliff houses and
pueblos are found in the open. Two of the largest cliff dwellings
are Keet Seel and Betatakin. In the Hopi country, good sized
pueblos were constructed and at Kinishba in the vicinity of
Fort Apache, Arizona, there are three pueblos. Two of the pueblos
have been excavated. Pottery became fine and elaborately decor-
ated. Black-on-white pottery predominated but there were some
black-on-red and some black bowls with red interiors. In the
Kayenta district, polychrome pottery was made. Black-on-orange
pottery was made along the Little Colorado River. Hand-woven
cotton cloth was elaborate and ornaments were widely used,
utilizing turquoise, mosaics, beads and pendants. A democratic
form of government-is thought to have prevailed. In the last
part of the 13th century a great dry period occurred in the
Southwest. With the drought and possible raids or warriors
from other tribes, the Pueblos concentrated in the central part
of the plateau. The period that followed the "Golden Age" was
unsettled and the people moved about more. Corrugated pottery
started to disappear and there began a general decline of
culture among the Anasazi. Had the Pueblos been left to their
own devices after 1540 (the arrival' of the Spaniards), their
culture may have reached a new peak. Even with the written
records available, during this period, the Pueblo Indians
kept their own ideas. Until 1700, their culture was still
considered prehistoric. In the Hopi area the houses became
larger, covering as much as an acre of ground, (later as much
as .10 or 12 acres). These houses were sometimes constructed
in long rows with a plaza between. The Kivas were rectangular
and held loom blocks designed for assisting with weaving.
Since the men of the the Kivas, we know that the Hopi men then,
as today, did the weaving. From 1400 to 1625 the Hopis pro-
duced pottery. It was a polychrome ware with geometric and
life-form designs applied in red and black paint on a yellow
background. From 1540, when the Europeans entered the South-
west, there was a continuous clash with the Indians. In most
cases the colonists and missionaries felt that the Indians
were subjects. There were many abuses and there was much
exploitation. There was a great effort to break down the
native government and also an attempt to destroy the native
religion in order to make converts. The Indians had no immun-
ity against the white man's diseases and unfortunately, the
Spanish brought these with them. Other tribes became a real
plague to the Pueblos. The Utes,1Comanches, Navajos and
Apaches swept over the Southwest destroying, killing, and.
stealing Spanish horses. In 1642 the Pueblo Indians revolted
against the Spaniards without success. Some Indians refused
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to accept Spanish rule and retired to the more inaccessible
country. The Hopis were never conquered again. Since 1540
the Pueblo Indians have been subjected to forteign culturesl.
Some of the cultures have been accepted but in many ways the
Indians still live as did their ancestors. The Pueblos of
New Mexico are considered to be Christians, each village
having its own chapel. However, there also are kivas and in
many places the old gods are worshipped. The Hopis of Arizona
never have been permanently converted to Christianity, although
nominally their "cousins" at Zuni Acoma and other New Mexico
pueblos are "Christian" Indians.
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THE HOHOKAM CIVILIZATION

Twenty thousand years ago, a significant change took place
in the Valley. Mild climate conditions replaced the once intense
host of earlier ages. It was now possible for man to live in the
area. It is believed the first people, often referred to as the
"mystery neople", migrated here from Siberia. .Their first civili-
zation began in Asia. As the continents of North America and
Asia were once much more closely located, sore of the "mystery
people" crossed the Vering Strait and proceeded down into this
Valley. The date which they arrived here is, of course, a guess
on anyone's part. It has been stated that this civilitation
could have begun as early as 1,000 B.C., or the more generally
accepted, 1 A.D. This group was named Hohokam, which is a Pima
Indian word. They are thought to be the forefathers of the
Pima, and as the Hohokam group left the valley, it is disputed
as to how the Pima could be their descendants.

The greatest contribution of this tribe is the digging of
the first irrigation system. We of the Salt River Valley feel
as though we were the pioneers of a successful irrigation system;
The Pueblo Grande ruins, located in Phoenix and .surrounding area,
prove this theory incorrect. It has been estimated that over
125 miles of canals were dug between 1 A.D. and 1400 by the Hoho-
kam. The amount of canals has been located in the area. The
Gila River is where the first canal system began. In fact, many
of our own canals of today follow the pattern of those dug by
the Hohokam. Most remarkable of the canals is the fact they
were dug with very crude tools such as: the stone hoe, digging
stick, and by hand. Deposits were carried away in baskets.
The Indian ran into rock.and mud'or hard clay, which had to be
removed with their implements. Very hard to comprehend is that
some of the canals were 15 feet wide on the top and 18 feet in
depth. Due to greater rainfall, their canals were not as large
as are required today for similar areas. In the center of the
ends of the canal, pieces of slate, 3 feet X 4' feet were hammered
into the ground. The purpose of this was to show the end of the
canal. They were scratched and channeled. These are believed
to be monuments telling the water where to end. psychological
effect on the water was believed to take place. Water was diverted
into these canals by brush and posts, as the Salt River was not
too wide or overflowing a stream. The greatest task, removal
of dense forest of hardwood trees, had to take place before
digging of the canals could even begin. The Southern and Northern
canals, dug by the Hohokam and partially used by us today have
been exonerated and found to be well engineered. They were even
lined to save water seepage.

The reasons the canals were dug was so water could be carried
to the Indian farm lands. They were able to reclaim approximately
25,000 acres of valley land, which with irrigation, made farming
a great success. The valley lands and planted terraces produced
harvests of corn, squash, beans, cotton and tobacco. The Gila
River offered them flood terraces which were irrigated twice a

.

year.. Later the flood terraces became insufficient for their
needs and they learned to bring water up to the level by means
of ditcheS.
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Another interest featurc2 :)11 this Indian tribe was their
homes. The Hohokam liae Ir. whaa a pit house, which was
built underground, similar te thc: shelters of today.
The entrance to the pit cse was c:ateC at the top and a ladder
was used to enter. The entrance iad another purpose, to emit
smoke from cooking 3n,d he:::Lin. It is imated that there may
have been about 22 v.irc. !nrt i.nnw how often homes
were rebuilt as famili thI.s i:iqure could be completely.
false. Some villo grasa ,aa located around
the Pueblo Grande :;aaaaa. .aa La na :ace of what type of
furniture was used, a.T. have Liecicied, if there were
any at all.

As the years proaresse, the Hohokam began building mud
huts atop the ground for The reason for this. is
because the underground hone aecape unsafe due to flash floods,
which would diown tram inha:.aitants. Another reason for change
of dwellings was the Apaeho anc-z 7.:11r2t- warring tribes that were
becoming more, and more C:anfierolis; the home above ground proved
a better fortress. Foo,:..was also found to keep better above
ground, because the moisture underround caused grain and food
to spoil.

Pottery and weaving were the mitn crafts of this Indian
tribe. Their potteaaj w.:Js ba]-:cd mu(:: with crude artistic design.
Some of their pottery was stone, which was probably filled with
animal fat and used as a lamp ancl also in the preparation of food.
The pottery is distinctive hoeaLlse of the red-on-buff color and
free hand design. Sea shells have been found in their dwellings.
It is because of this that we believe trading was done with west
coast tribes. The shells wer.:, used as part of their ornamenta-
tion, as well as rocks which were strung together. By '600 A.D.,
they were approaching the perfection of their artistic abilities.
Weaving was done because of the access to great amounts of cotton.
Pieces of woven material have been found tO prove this. The
Hohokam made their instruments such as arrows, knives and small
hand-thrown spears from rocks. Axes and 71ammers were used to
fell, lumber, chop logs and build homes.

Social life among this tribe was fairly limited. The
Hohokam probably held dances and provided ceremonies as a large
part of their entertainment and religion. Paint pigments were
used on their bodies and faces. These paints were made from
slate pallette. Burials, e'pecially cremation of the body, were
done ninety per cent of the time, but in later stages of their
occupation, inhumation or e!tire burial of the body was employed.

Hunting game such as rabbit, fox, gopher, kangaroo rats,
turkey, deer and antelope, provided the protein in their diet,--
clothing, and a form of recreation. Another passtime which was
vital was the picking of wild plants such as'pinon nuts, cattail,
sage brush, sunflower, willow and the fruit of saguaro, cholla,
prickley pear, barrel cactus and numerous others. The dog was
the only domesticated animal noted' at this time.

Many reasons are given for the disappearance Of -the Hohokam
from the valley. About a century before the arrival-of Columbus,
the Indian .tribe vanished from this area. One reason given is that
a drought about 1200 A.D. caused them to migrate. Another reason
given is that inability to control the moods of water resulted in
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their downfall, as their crops and all cultivation were
destroyed around 1250 A.D. We know that in 1918, 80,000
acres of land in this valley were water logged. From this
fact, we have arrived at previous conclusions. To this
day it is not known where the Hnllokam migrated to, or if
the entire population was it.
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ANCIENT INDIAN CULTURES

I. PROBLEM

Where did Indians come from? Have they always been in
the Western Hemisphere or did they come from somewhere else?
If so, where? How do we know about Indian culture's in the
Southwest that no longer exist? Who are the ancestors of
the pr'sent Indians in the Southwest and what was their life
like? Why should we concern ourselves with Indian cultures
which no longer exist?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

At the completion of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Compare in writing and orally the major Indian
cultural groups in Arizona. This comparison would
cover the origin of each and at least 2 aspects in
the lives of the Indians in these major cultural
groups.

2. Locate the major Indian cultural groups on a map of
Arizona.

3. Explain in writing and orally about at least 2 ways
We learn about Indian cultures which no longer exist.

4. Explain in writing and orally why we study cultures
which no longer exist.

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL

Read each of the following references:

1. Chapter 2 Arizona Pageant

2. The material in the study guide.

IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL

For a deeper understanding of the material in this unit,
read any of the following sources:

Early Man in the New World. K. MacGowan

Prehistoric Indians of the Southwest. H.M. Wormington

An Introduction to the Study of Southwestern Archaeology.
Kidder

Americans Before Columbus. E.C. Baitz



V. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES.

Complete each of the following activities.

1. Answer the following questions in your own words in writing
and hand them in to he checked by the teacher.

1. List the major Indian cultural groups in Arizona.

2. How did the geography (climate, vegetation, etc.)
of the Southwest influence the way of life for
the Indians of the Southwest?

3. What is the accepted origin of Indians in the
Western Hemisphere? (Were Indians always in the
Western Hemisphere, and if not where did they
come from and how did they get here?)

2. Pretend you are a reporter for the Arizona Daily Star.
Write a newspaper article in your own words at least 1/2
page long describing a "new find" in Southwestern archaeol-
ogy. Be sure to include an explanation of the Importance
of this "find". Make your article as realistic as possible.

3. Choose at least two of the following activities and get the
approval of the teacher on the one you choose.

1. Prepare a finished, neat, well-laid-out travel
brochure advertising the advantages of 1 of the
ancient Indian cultures.

2. Put the Indian tribes of Arizona on an attractive
map of Arizona you get from the teacher. The
finished map should be correct and neat.

3. Read in library sources about one ancient Indian
culture. Take notes and record sources and page
numbers to be checked by the teacher.

4. Prepare an attractive brochure showing illustra-
tions of artifacts of early Indian cultures of
the Southwest.

5. Pretend you are on an archaeological expedition
in the Southwest. Write an entry to a diary 1 1/2
pages long explaining important finds, techniques
and experiences on your expedition.

4. Participate in class discussions.

VI. EXTRP.. ACTIVITIES

If you wish to do extra activities having to do with ancient
Indian cultures please see the teacher for suggestions.



ANCIENT CUi.:1;:0":5

THE COCHISE PEOPLE

The Cochise people were given their name by archaeoloists
because evidence of their existence was found in Cochise County.
These earliest people of Arizona were ancestors of the :logollon
people. They followed the mammoth hunters with records extending
over eight thousand years. With the disappearance of big game,
the Cochise became more dependent on plant food. Their stones
for grinding the plant foods were similar to the mano and motate
used by later Indians. Around 2,000 B.C. the Cochise started
growing a maize of primitive corn acquired from the people of
Mexico. About the same time that maize was introduced in Ariz-
ona, squash and beans appeared. Two thousand years ago, ac;ri-
culture was well-established in Arizona. The ability to control
the growing of food was the beginning in the Southwest of man's
ability to control his environment. From this point, archaeolo-
gists begin associating the Indian tribes of Arizona with the
three physical divisions of the state. These divisions are:
the desert, the mountains, and the plateau region. These zones
developed three different cultures or tribal groups; namely the
Hohokam people of the desert, the Mogollon of the mountains,
and the Anasazi of the plateau regions. The food production
was of course closely. associated in all three areas with the
Indian's biggest problem--water.

THE ANASAZI CULTURE

Anasazi is a Navajo word meaning "Ancient Ones" and applies to
the prehistoric inhabitants of the plateau areas of the Southwest.
The first period of development is known as the Basketmaker Era
and ended around 700 A.D. It is impossible_at the present time
to give the beginning date of the Basketmaker Era but it is
thought that these people were in Arizona well before the birth
of Christ. The study of tree rings called cendrochronology,
provides us with information back to 217 A.D. The study relates
the individual annual growth rings of trees to the climatic con-
ditions of a given year. This science was founded by Dr. Andrew
Ellicott Douglass, who, before his death in 1962, was associated
with the University of Arizona. Since most of the known ruins
are in the Anasazi culture, more study has been made of this
group than that of the Hohokam or the Mogollon Indians. Many
Basketmaker rem ins are found along cliff facea in shelters
worn in the rock by the action of water and wind. Due to the
arid plateau Climate and the protection of the shelters, the
bodies were mummufied. Offerings found with the bodies are:
baskets, food, weapons, and always a pair of unworn sandals.
The type of articles lead us to conclude that the Anasazi
believed in a life after death. These ancient people had no
metal, no pottery, no cotton or wool and no work animals. They
provided a base for the later high culture by utilizing wood,
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bone, _,ht fibers and their own hair. The appearance
of tLu similar to present-day Indians but little
is knot type of clothing worn. Aprons made of yucca
or ced-, ._:,)ssible served as skirts. Blankets of fur,
f r:Juncl dead, probably were used by the
6eciat i:Lry was rough, the yucca sandal was the major
f.tom of (:it,lhlng for the Basketmaker. The sandal -shoe Anasazis
traveled great c3; stances to obtai shells which they used for
ornaments. The shells were oliveila or abalone which came from
the Pacific Coast. Hair ornaments and necklaces, other than
shell, conssted of bone, feathers, beads, stone, seeds and
acorn cur. caves or shelters contained cists which pro-

2ivided stor.a(je -apace for corn and was often a final resting
place _for the clead. Corn was of small, tropical variety and
was cultivted by digging sticks having a rounded point and
measuribq 45 r more inches in length, Several -kernels of!
corn were piced in a hill at a depth of one foot. Squash
plants provider' food as well as vessels and other foods
included roots bulbs, sunflower seeds, pinyon nuts, corns,
berries choke berries,_yucca and cactus fruit. Small animals
consumed by the Anasazis included: rabbits, prairie dogs,
gophers, til,oqrs, field mice and birds while large animals
used for inluded deer, mountain sheep and mountain lions.
The anil )ns were used for clothing. These animals were
caught by snares and the atlatl (spear). Although the early
Basketmakel6 'aid not use the bow and arrow there is evidence
that they 11(1 contact with people who did. The most distincti,Te
feature of these people was the baskets they made. The carrying
and water baskets were shaped to be carried comfortably on the
back. Some of the baskets were approximately two feet high and
held two or three gallons of water. The later period, called

dthe Modifie.Basketmaker Period, saw a more settled life and
the establishment of.communities. This period is estimated
to have stal .ed around 475 A.D. and ended around 770 A.D. True
potter ma}!in9 was an important development of the Modified
Baskeimaky, It was light to medium gray, painted with a
mixture cit .t::nled plant juice, possibly the bee weed. Pottery
did not .rplace basketry. With the later period of the Basket-
makers carf, !:!nral types of corn, cultivation of beans, begin-
ning of vHdiie life, firing of pottery, .and the use of the
bow and alrow. The second period of Anasazi culture is known
as the Period. Pueblo is a Spanish word meaning a group
of prIcipi,, a village. The general dates covering this
period ?t.c 100 to 1100 A.D. The outstanding changd to
suyfac!e yos. Walls at firstwere made of poles and
adobe 'Jut 1-::Ler were made of masonry. Large many-roomed struc-
tures bec.,1. ii1.e common. In the earliest structures the rooms
were not c:r,nor=ted, but later ones were. An example of the

Lo,. pit houses to ceremonial buildings is found near.
Allantown ,,.4itern Arizona. This period covers the years 814
to appryily 1014 A.D. Unit houses are referred to as clan
houses, cloly associated with the family social organization.
A clan Troup of individuals descended from the same female
ancestor. i.oiAery improved (black on white and corrugated),.
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axes and hoes came into use, and cotton was grown and woven into
fabrics. All of the above developments started what is called
the "Golden Age" of the Anasazi. This next great period or
"Golden Age" is dated from around 1050 A.D. until the end of
the 13th century. During the Golden Age Anasazi culture reached
its highest development. Houses reached up to five stories in
height. Some were built in the open and others in natural cav-
erns or cliffs. An example of the range of architecture is
found around Kayenta, Arizona, where both cliff houses and
pueblos are found in the open. Two of the largest cliff dwellings
are Keet Seel and Betatakin. In the Hopi country, good sized
pueblos were constructed and at Kinishba in the vicinity of
Fort Apache, Arizona, there are three pueblos. Two of the pueblos
have been excavated. Pottery became fine and elaborately decor-
ated. Black-on-white pottery predominated but there were some
black-on-red and some black bowls with red interiors. In the
Kayenta district, polychrome pottery was made. Black-on-orange
pottery was made along the Little Colorado River. Hand-woven
cotton cloth was elaborate and ornaments were widely used,
utilizing turquoise, mosaics, beads and pendants. A democratic
form of government is thought to have prevailed. In the last
part of the 13th century a great dry period occurred in the
Southwest. With the drought and possible raids or warriors
from other tribes, the Pueblos concentrated in the central part
of the plateau. The period that followed the "Golden Age" was
unsettled and the people moved about more. Corrugated pottery
started to disappear and there began a general decline of
culture among the Anasazi. Had the:Pueblos been left to their
own devices after 1540 (the arrival of the Spaniards), their
culture may have reached a new peak. Even with the written
records available, during this period, the Pueblo Indians
kept their own ideas. Until X700, their culture was still
considered prehistoric. In the Hopi area the houses became
larger, covering as much as an acre of ground, (later as much
as 10 or 12 acres). These houses were sometimes constructed
in long rows with a plaza between. The Kivas were rectangular
and held loom blocks designed for assisting with weaving.
Since the men of the the Kivas, we know that the Hopi men then,
as today, did the weaving. From 1400 to 1625 the Hopis pro-
duced flattery. It was a polychrome ware with geometric and
life-form designs applied in red and black paint on a yellow
background. From 1540, when the Europeans entered the South-
west, there was a continuous clash with the Indians. In most
cases the colonists and missionaries felt that the Indians
were subjects. There were many abuses and there was much
exploitation. There was a great effort to break down the
native government and also an attempt to destroy the native
religion in order to make converts. The Indians had no immun-
ity against the white man's diseases and, unfortunately, the
Spanish brought these with them. Other tribes became a real
plague to the Pueblos. The Utes,Comanches, Navajos and
Apaches swept over the Southwest destroying, killing, and
stealing Spanish horses. In 1642 the Pueblo Indians revolted
against the Spaniards without success. Some Indians refused
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to accept Spanish rule and retired to the more inacceJsible
country. The Hopis were never conquered again. Since 1540
the Pueblo Indians have been subjected to foreign cultures'.
Sore of the cultures have been accepted but In many ways the
Indians still live as did .heir ancestors. The Pueblos of
New Mexico are considered to be Christians, each village
having its own chapel. However, there also are kivas and in
many places the old gods are worshipped. The Hopis of Arizona
never have been permanently converted to Christianity, although
nominally their "cousins" at Zuni Acoma and other New Mexico
pueblos are "Christian" Indians.
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THE HOHOKAM CIVILIZATION

Twenty thousand years ago, a significant change took place
in the Valley. Mild climate conditions replaced the once intense
host of earlier ages. It was.now possible for man to live in the
area. It is believed the first.people, often referred to as the
"mystery people", migrated here from Siberia. Their first civili-
zation began in Asia. As the continents of North America and
Asia were once much more closely located, sorre of the "mystery
people" crossed the Vering Strait and proceeded down into this
Valley. The date which they arrived here is, of course, a guess
on anyone's part. It has been stated that this civilitation
could have begun as early as 1,000 'B.C., or the more generally
accepted, 1-A.D. This group was named Hohokam, which is a Pima
Indian word. They are thought to be the forefathers of the
Pima, and as the Hohokam group left the valley, it is disputed
as to how. the Pima could be their descendants.

The greatest contribution of this tribe is the digging of
the first irrigation system. We of the Salt River Valley feel
as though we were the pioneers of a successful irrigation system;
The Pueblo Grande ruins, located in Phoenix and surrounding area,
prove this theory incorrect. It has been estimated that over
125 miles of canals were dug between 1 A.D. and 1400 by the Hoho-
kam. The amount of canals has been located in the area. The
Gila, River, is where the first canal system began. In fact, many
of.our own 'Canals of today follow the pattern of those dug by
the Hohokam. Most remarkable of the canals is the fact they
were dug with very crude tools such as: the stone hoe, digging
stick, and by hand. Deposits were carried away in baskets.
The Indian ran into rock and mud or hard clay, which had to be
removed with their implements. Very hard to comprehend is that
some of the canals were 15 feet wide on the top and 18 feet in
depth. Due to greater rainfall, their canals were not as large
as are required today for similar areas. In the center of the
ends of .the canal, pieces of slate 1 feet X 4 feet were hammered
into the ground. The purpose of this was to show the end of the
canal. They were scratched and channeled. These are believed
to be monuments telling the water where to end. 'N psychological
effect on the water was believed to take place. (dater was diverted
into these canals by bruSh and posts, as the Salt River was not
too wide or overflowing a stream.. The greatest task, removal
of dense forest of hardwood trees, had to take place before

- digging of the canals could even begin. The Southern and Northern
canals, dug by the Hohokam and partially used by us today have
been exonerated and found to be well engineered. They were even
lined to save water seepage.

The reasons the canals were dug was so water could be carried
to the Indian farm lands. They were able to reclaim approximately
25,000 acres.of valley land, which with irrigation, made farming
'a great success. The valley lands and planted terraces produced
harvests of'corn, squash, beans, cotton and tobacco. The Gila
River offered them flood terraces which were irrigated twice a
year. Later the flood terraces became insufficient for their
needs and they learned to bring water up to the leVel by means
of ditches.
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Another interestiae teat.aic this Indian tribe was their
homes. The Hohokam llvoe ir aall a pit house, which was
built underground, nimilar to the all-out shelters o today.
The entrance to the pit beaae was 'aaated at the top aada ladder
was used to enter. Tice eatrance had another putpese, to emit
smoke from cookine and ea:nn. It Is e iratcH that there may
have been about 22 villaaa. .ae ae how often homes
were rebuilt as ,familioa nen an 'ir; faiaure could be completely
false. Some villaeea aaaa neen located around
the Pueblo Grande :na,,naa. Haa- La ne ce of what type of
furniture was used, as ,neae ana naae .:]eaayed, if there were
any at all.

As the years progresaea, the flohokam began building mud
hus. atop the ground for Th,a:n. .The reason for this is
because the undergroane unaafe doe to flash floods,
which would drown the lahaaLan.:.s. Anether reason for change
of dwellings was the apace aad c:Aaer warring tribes that were
becoming more and ;nor°. arieerous; :he home above ground proved
a better fortress. Fo6d was also found to keep better above
ground, because the maisture anderqround caused grain and food
to spoil.

Pottery and weavine were the main crafts of thLs Indian
tribe. Their pottery wa ,:71.th crude artiaic design.
Some of their pottery waa stone, \ahaeh was probably filled with
animal fat and used 5 a lamp and also ln the preparation of food.
The pottery is distinctive becaase of the red-on-buff color and
free hand design. Sea shells have been found in their dwellings.
It is because of this that we acl.ieve trading was done with west
coast tribes. The shella. ear-: ,aed as part of their ornamenta-
tion,. as well as rocks which -!(re strung together. By 600 A.D,
they were approachnl the peri.(:ction of their artistic abilities.
Weaving was done Decausc of the access to great amounts of cotton.
Pieces of woven material have been found to prove this. The
Hohokam made their instruments such as arrows, knives and small
hand-thrown spears from rocks. Zees and hammers were used to
fell lumber, chop logs and build homes.

Social life among this tribe was fairly limited. The
Hohokam probably held dances and provided ceremonies as a large
part of their entertainment and religion. Paint, pigments were
used on their bodies and faees. These paints were made from-
slate pallette. Burials, eapecially cremation of the body,- were
done ninety per cent of the time, but in later stages of their
occupation,inhumation or ra -ire burial of the body was employed.

Hunting game such as rabbit, fox, gopher, kangaroo rats,
turkey, deer and antelope, provided the protein in their diet,
clothsng, and a form of recreation. Another passtime which was
vital was the pickinc of wild plants such as pinon nuts, cattail,
sage brush, sunflower, wil]ow and the fruit of saguaro, cholla,
prickley pear, barrel cactus and numerous others. The dog was
the only domesticated animal noted at this time.

Many reasons are given for the disappearance of the Hohokam
from the valley. About a century before the arrival of Columbus,
the Indian tribe vanished from this area. One reason given is that
a drought about 1200 A.D. caused them to migrate. Another reason
given is that inability to control the moods of water resulted 'in



their downfall, as thcar cror,1:: .7J11 c-:itivation were

destroyed around 1250 ti:at in 1910, 20,000'
acres of land in this ator logged. From this
fact, we have arrived Tusions. To this
day it is not known wheru tbe migrated to, or if
the entire population wiis .

n
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PUEBLO - HOPI ZUNI INDIAN GROUP

I. PROBLEM

The Pueblo Group of Indians, including the Hopi and
Zuni, are among the most peaceful of all Western Indian
tribes. Their religious beliefs influence every part, of
their way of life. But the Pueblos were not always peace-
ful. They fought the Spaniards with rocks and sticks to
keep the foreigners away. When conquered,. many warriors
were punished by having their right hands cut off. The
Pueblo Indians did co-exist peacefully with the mission-
aries for a while, but as the Spaniards tried to suppress
their ancient religious beliefs the Pueblos grew more and
more angry. Finally in 1680 they rose in revolt and through
violence achieved a more tolerant attitude toward their
religious practices. What are these beliefs that the Pueblos
had which were so important to them? How did the introduc-
tion of Christianity affect these beliefs? Did the meeting
of these two religious beliefs change either one? What
religious practices do the Pueblo Indians have today?

How were the Pueblo, Hope and Zuni Indians affected by
Americans? How did their lives change under the rule of the
United States? The Pueblos have always been extremely depen-
dent on nature. They respect and honor all things which are
a part of nature. How did the American disregard of nature
affect the Pueblo way of life? Were they able to make a living
after industries harmed the environment 'as Americans moved
West? How were the Indians and American attitudes toward
nature different? Have the Indians and Americans had any
effect on each other's attitudes?

What occupations are held by members of the Pueblo, Hopi
and Zuni tribes today? Have members of these tribes left
their reservations to join the white man's world? If they
have, have they also abandoned their beliefs and attitudes
in doing so?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

When you finish this unit, you will be able to:

1. Identify in writing major relius beliefs and ceremonies
of the Pueblo, Hopi and Zuni.

2. Explain in writing how the Pueblo, Hopi and Zuni made their
living both in the past and present.

3. Describe in 'citing important events in the history of the
Pueblo, Hopi and Zuni.



III. REQUIRED-READING MATERIAL

Read each of the following references.

1. The Arizona Pageant. pp. 21-27, 37, 49-50, 157, 175-176

2. The mimeographed material in the Study Guide.

IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL

For a deeper understanding of the material in this unit,
read any of the following:

The Hopis, Portrait of a Desert People. W.C. O'Kane.

Book of the Hopi. F. Waters.

American Indian Mythology. A. Mariott and C. Rachlin. pp. 59-
72, 96-99, 196-200, 205-206.

Masked Gods. F. Waters. pp. 161-228, 262-459.

The American Indian. Mankind. pp. 73-82.

American Indian Religions. J.M. Hurdy. pp. 15-40.

Dancing Gods. E. Fergusson, pp. 3-178.

The Pueblo Indians. R. Erdoes.

Indians of the Americas. National Geogtaphic. pp. 99-123.

Conquistadores and Pueblos. 0. Hall-Quest. pp. 52-62, 75-91,
111-131, 219-236.

Home of the Red Man. R. Silverberg. pp. 168-188.

Americans Before Columbus. E. Baity. pp. 96-110.

Indian ,Heritage of America. A. Josephy, Jr. pp. 157-167, 172-4,
296-298, 331-332.

Southwest Indian Country. Sunset. pp. 37-57.

Indians of the Southwest. G. Baldwin. pp. 74-92.

Indians. American Heritage. pp. 113-120.

On the Gleaming Way. J. Collier. pp. 15-40, 75-128, 151-158.

American Indian Life. E. Parson. pp. 157 178.
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PUEBLO HOPI - ZUNI INDIANS

Our Cup is Broken. F.C. Means.

The Man Who Killed the Deer. F. Waters.

Wah-to-Yah and the Taos Trail. L. Garrard.

V. REQUIRED ACTIVITES

Complete each of the following activities using the reading
material:

1. Answer the following questions in your own words.

1. Describe the conflict between the Spaniards
and the Pueblos.

2. List 3 occupations held by Pueblos, Hopis and
Zunis in the past or present (indicate which
time period applies).

3. What was the Pueblo Revolt of 1680? What were
the causes?

2. Choose one of the following activites:

1. Find a magazine article on the Pueblo, Hopis
or Zunis. Turn in a short abstract with the
title of the article, 'authortitle of the
magazine, date, and pages.

2. Make a piece Of authentic Pueblo pottery.

3. Write a short paper on poetry of the Pueblos
using the material in the Study Guide. (1-2 pp.)
Include thoughts on meaning, style, etc.

3. Choose 2 of the following activites.

1. Using the information in the Study Guide and any
information you can find in the library on folk
dances of other countries, write a paper compar-
ing Indian dances with other folk dances. Include
a discussion of such'aspects as meaning, importance
to the people involVed, purpoSe, etc. Include a
bibliography.

2. Perform an Indian dance for the class (2-4 people).
Explain the meaning of the dance and individual
steps.



3. Write a hosrt paper on the importance of corn
to the Indians and how this importance is reflected
in their ceremonies and chants. What similar
references can you find in your own religious
background? One source you might use is:

"'Coin, the All A4erican Grain." American History
Illustrated.. April, 1967. p. 12.

4.' Write a short paper in which you discuss the impor-
tance of Nature in the religious beliefs of the
Hopi, Zuni and other Pueblo Indians. Explain why
Nature plays such an important role for them.
How is the white man's attitude different? 'Give
specific examples.

4. Take the Post Test.

VI. EXTRA ACTIVITES

For extra activites, please see the teacher.
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THE STARS ABOVE: LONG SASH AND HIS PEOPLE

...like all farmers everywhere, the village Indians of
the Southwest are keen weather-watchers, and their observations
include sun, moon, and stars. The sun and moon, like the earth,
are deities. The stars are supernaturals, and have less power
over the lives of men than the other heavenly bodies.

...Much of Pueblo mythology can be told only by certain
persons, under certain conditions, because it is sacred in
character. What stories have been recorded in the southwestern
villages are either the "little stories," or fragments of the
greater myths, parts which need not be kept secret...

The bright star that rises in the east soon after autumn
sunset is Long Sash, who guided the ancestors of the Pueblos
from the.north to their present home. He was a famous warrior,
and the people followed him because they knew he could lead them
in defense against their enemies. Someone was always attacking
the villages, and wrecking the fields. The enemies captured
women and children for slaves, and killed many of the men, until
Long Sash came to the rescue.

"Take us away from here," the people begged him, "Lead us
to a new land, where we can live peacefully."

"My children," Long Sash said, "are you sure you want to
leave? Life is hard here, I know, but it will not be easy
anywhere. There will be dangers on the, way if you tra'rel. Some
will be sick; many will be hungry and thirsty; perhaps some of
you may die. Think, and be sure you want to take that risk."

"We will face any hardships," the people promised him.
"Only lead us away from this dark country, to a place where we
may have light and life of our own."

So Long Sash' started out, and the people followed him. They
set their feet on the Endless Trail that stretches like a white
band across the sky. This was the road they were going to fol-
low until they found a_place of their own.

As the people traveled along the Endless Trail with Long-
Sash, they began to grow tired and discouraged. Some of them
quarreled with one another. They had little clothing and less
food. Long Sash had to teach his followers how to hunt for food,
and how to make clothing from feathers. At last he led them to
a country that was so new that even Long Sash had never been
there before.

In this new country there was no darkness, it was daylight
all the time. The people walked and walked, and when they were
too tired to go on they rested. Children were born and old
people died and still they journeyed.

The quarrels grew more bitter, and the people began to
fight among themselves, exchanging blows and inflicting wounds.
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At last Long Sash said to them, "This must stop. You are
hurting yourselves worse than your enemies hurt you. If
you are to come- to the place of your own, there can never
be violence among you. Now you must decide. We will stop
here and rest. Many of the women are ready to have their
babies. We will wait until the children are delivered and
the mothers are strong. Then you must make your own decision,
whether you will follow me or take another trail."

There where the two very bright stars are north of Long
Sash in the sky, the people rested and made up their minds.
Those two bright stars became known as the Place of Decision,
and people look up to them for help today, when they come to
the turning points in their lives. We all have decisions to
make as long as we are on the earth: good or bad, forward
or backward, kind or unking. Those stars can tell us what
to do.

When the people had rested and felt stronger, they were
ready to go ahead with Long Sash. They told him so. and
everybody went forward again. Long Sash watched, to be sure
that his children traveled with good hearts and love toward
each other.

But Long Sash himself was growing tired, and his own
heart was empty and doubting. He heard strange voices speak-
ing in his mind, and could not td11 who spoke, or what they
were trying to say to him. At last he decided to answer the
voices. As he spoke to the unseens, his own people gathered
around him to listen.

"Show me a sign to tell meWho you are, fathers and
mothers," Long Sash began. "My people are.tired and I am
growing old. Give me a word to tell me we are on the right
path and will soon reach our home."

Then while his people watched him, frightened, Long Sash
appeared to go to sleep. He dropped down where he had been
sitting and his eyes were closed. He lay without moving while
the people stayed beside him, because they did not know what
to do. They grew more and more afraid.

At last Long Sash opened his eyes. He looked at the people
who had gathered around him while he slept. "Don't be frighten-
ed," Long Sash told them. "I have been given many signs and
promises. The worst part of your journey is over, and we will
soon reach its end."

"That's good.. Thank you," all the people said.
"Many people'will reach-this Place of Doubt in their lives,"

Long Sash went on. When that happens, you should pray to the
Above Persons, yo:lr fathers and mothers, for help and guidance.
In order to remind you of that, I will leave my headdreisihere,
where people can look up and see it."

He laid his headdress down, and it became a bright, comfort-
ing cluster of stars.'

And so, the people went on traveling, and all the story of
their journey is told in the stars above. Where there are three
bright stars close together, they represent two young men who
made a drag and fastened their load on it. Then,.because there
were two of them, they could add an old woman's load to the other
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two, and go on, pullijng three loads on the drag. Those stars
are a reminder of the helpfulness of the young men,and of their
thoughtfulness of other people.

At last the people came to the end of their journey, and
to the Middple Place which was to be their home forever.
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'ANIMAL DANCES

In contrast to the spring and summer Corn Dances are
the innumerable fall and winter dances which emphasize the
,symbolism of animals and birds through the use:of masks.
We call them Animal Dances.

Like the Navaho songs which also symbolize a beast or
bird--the bear in Mountain-Top Way, the snake in Beauty Way,
the buffalo in Flint Way--these Pueblo dances are more con-
cerned with the meanings involved than with their pantomimic
imagery. All the public functions conclude, like the Corn
Dances, a four-day ceremonial whose rites are observed in.
the kivaS.

The Turtle Dance is given at Isleta, San Juan; and Taos.
We have previously described the one at Taos, held in the
wintry dawn of January first. The twenty-five men emerging
from the Winter kiva just as the light shows over the moun-
tains. Filing through the snowbanks to the plaza, naked
save for breechcloths and moccasins, with a band of paint
stretching from ear to ear like the mouth of great turtles.
Standing in one line, Manuel, thizr. leader, in front,.swathed
in a blanket, wearing an erect eagle feather in his hair.
Then beginning, as did the people in their first dawn of
life after their Emergence from the third world of water,
the dance of life. This is the meaning of the Turtle Dance.
And it is further expressed in the Turtle Dance song of San
Juan:

Long ago in the north
Lies the road of emergence.
Yonder our ancestors live,
Yonder we take our being.
Yet now we come southward,
For cloud flowers blossom here,
Here the lightning flashesi,
Rainwater here is falling.

Unlike those in Taos, the San Juan Turtle dancers wear
no face paint. zsut their bodies are painted the dark brown
of turtle shells, and the step is the same. They stand in
the same spot hardly lifting the feet, but turning at rhyth-
mic intervals to dance in the opposite direction. In making
this half-turn each swings his right, rattle arm high over
the head of the next dancer--a pure kachina gesture, and
practically the same gesture with which the Navaho Yei-bet-
chai is begun.

Buffalo dances are given at Taos on January 6; at
Tesuque *on San Diego Day, November 12; and others at San
Felipe, Cochiti, and San Ildefonso. Buffalo bring snow
and carry away sickness. So at the conclusion of the dance
a sick person may have the mask placed on his head and pressed
to his palms and soles to help as a ctNre. In a small decadent
pueblo like Tesuque--which may already have discontinued the
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dance--only a dozen, dancers may follow the 'Hunt Chief out of
the Winter People's kiva. But on King's Day at Taos it is a
major ceremony. Mrs. Parsons records that, in 1926, seventy-
two buffalo came out from the three north kivas, sixty-nine
from the three south kivas,.accompanied by four "hunters" and
twenty -five singers. I have never seen more than fifty, but
as they mill about, shaking their great shaggy heads in the
gathering snow, their black massive bodies so ponderous against
the adobe walls, they create an invisible force that seems
almost tangible.

The masks are the heads of buffalo, or heads made of bear
hair and cow horns to resemble them, slipped over the dancers'
heads' the hoods rest on the shoulders; the black beards fall
down over the breast. The tips of the swaying horns carry
eagle down; and more down is stuck to the shaking heads, like.
snow. The bodies of the dancers are bare save for the usual
dance kirtles and moccasins. From an armlet on the upper left
arm dangle two eagle wing feathers. The legs, arms, and bare
torsos are spotted with shite paint. In the right hand is
carried an arrow, tip down; the empty left hand is held at

waist.
Outside the four lines stand the four hunters or Hunt

Chiefs, beautifully arrayed in snowy white buckskin leggings,
shirt or robe, each carrying a white buckskin quiver of arrows
slung across his back. With them stand the officers with their
canes of office, from whom formal permission to hold the dance
must be obtained. And behind stands the chorus of old men in
bright blankets.

So they dance; in four lines, at four successive positions .

in the plaza, shaking their curving horns. Driving away sick-
ness. Bringing the cleansing snow, the life-giving snow that
covers the fields and swells the mountain streams above: And
evoking surely, with their great power, the spirits of the
vast herds that thundered across, all America. You can see them
there beyond the pueblo wall. Approaching across the empty
fields, their great, shaggy head's' fronting the thick storm,
their beards frosted white.

They'are real, of course, the tribally owned herd, kept
in the great communal pasture behind the pueblo, along the
base of the sacred mountain.' Buffalo was the pre-eminent sacred
animal of the Plains tribes. Its medicine hoofs, hair, horns,
hide, and dust have been carried through all the eastern pueblos
to the Navahos, who embody their symbolism, as we know, in the
Flint Way. To Taos particularly, which always maintained a close
contact with the Plains tribes and often sent out buffalo parties,
the buffalo is still a sacred animal. It is more than a legend,
a symbol. It is a living reality. And here the Buffalo Dance
is one of the three great winter dances.

The Deer Dance...is the greatest of the three; with the
Santo Domingo Corn Dance it is one of the two most significant
dances of-all the Rio, Grande pueblos. We know that it is more
than a dance. It is a mystery play in the great tradition of
the Navaho sings, of the, ancient mystery plays of Greece, Egypt,
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and Tibet. And its meaning lies in an understanding of the
two cosmic dualities emphasized constantiv, not only in
Indian ceremonies, but in Eastern mysticisIli! And Western
psychology. That this meaning is expressed so explicitly
in the medium of the dance rather than in song-myth and myth-
drama, is the highest achievement of the Pueblo Dances; it
creates a form Wold which holds the integrated substance of
an art, a culture, and a religion.

There are Deer Dances in many other pueblos. Some of
these are combined with Buffalo Dances, as in San Felipe.
The masks include elk and antelope as well. And this too
carries out the same mystery play in pantomime. The animals
break away from the feminine Game Mother; are caught and
carried back by the Hunters, then the masks are sprinkled
with corn meal and fed.

...Eagle Dances are given 1py curing societies in San
Ildefonso, San Juan, and Santa Ana, and occasionally as
specialty dances by Taos. Symbolizing the second element,
air, and the breath of life, the masks may be used afterward
to brush those who come to the kiva for a cure. The dances
are magnificent mimicry. The scrawny, thin-legged men stalk
out stiffly as eagles. They bend forward, the great cruel
heads over theirs, the feathered skins lying on their backs,
the tails hangin outspread over their buttocks. They fling
out their arms to spread the long swift wings. So they
dance. Fluttering their wings, circling, turning, dipping;
flinging up their curved beaks, and staring fixedly at the
sun; diving, gliding, whirling up again.

Bandy-legged, they look frail and unfed. One sees why.
The dance is a terrific ordeal that a heavier mar could not
stand. But in it one reads the same old truth. Man is dual.
Plant like, he is rooted to his tribe, his earth, the femine
polarity. Animal like, he is also free to will and move. So
like the eagle he launches out into the blue, whirls and dips
in space, the sumbol of our freedom. The American'Eagle. But
all eagles wheel and dip, rise and glide over the cliffs the
same way. Their freedom of movement is only comparitive and
transient.- It expresses itself only in cycles, unchanged
through the course of time. So are we all bound, in our
freedom, within the limits of our transient earth bound

'existence until our ultimate release into spiritual freedom.
These dances, Eagle, Deer, Buffalo, and Turtle, all show

over and over, the masculine dancing before the feminine, one
of the two great truths of our duality.

Years ago I saw a Parrot Dance at Santo Domingo. I have
never seen it since, but parts of it are still vivid in memory.
The dancers were many, all attired in the usual manner. But
the dance leader carried a cage in which were placed seeds of
many kinds and a parrot carved of wood, painted the vivid colors
of the directions. Over its tail spread an arched rainbow of
feathers. The cage was presented to each of the directions,
then handed to a woman who did likewise. The'parrot is a sacred,
mysterious bird; it is long lived, colored with all the direc-
tional colors, can look the sun in the eye without blinking and
co;ming from the fruitful south it brings warmth and fertility.
In TaoS there is a Parrot kiva.



I remember going to a little jungle town in Mexico with
Tony Luhan to trade for parrot feathers. They had to be just
so--quill and fletching, for him to take :back Y,cme to the
pueblo. This is where they all come from, the-:: ceremonial
feathers now tied to the tall flag pole, the Aztec huitziton,
and bunched on the top of the dancers' heads during the Corn
Dances. The jungles of Mexico. All carried north along the
an:ient trade routes connecting the Aztecs with their spiritual
motherland, these northern pueblos.

To the Bear Dance of the Mountain Utes, the Butterfly,
Snake, Buffalo, and Antelope Dances of the Hopi, the Pueblos
have corresponding ritual parallels. We must remember too
that for each of the six directions, including zenith and
nadir, there is a corresponding animal and bird. And the
full meaning of these lie, in the ceremonials, of which these
public dances are but a part.

Alp
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A KATCHINA SONG

(Zuni)

In the west at Flower Mountain
A rain priest sits
His head feathered with cumulus clouds.
His words are of clouding over Itawana.
"Come let us arise now."
Thus alclg the shores of the encircling ocean
The rain makers say to one another.
Aha ehe
Aha ehe
In the south at Salt Lake Mountain
A rain priest sits
His head feathered with mist.
His words are of covering Itawana with rain.
"Come let us go."
This in all the springs
The rain makers say to one another.
Aha ehe
Aha ehe
"The beautiful world germinates.
The sun, the yellow dawn germinate."
Thus_the corn plants say to one another.
They are covered with dew.
"The beautiful world germinates.
The sun, the yellow dawn germinate."
Thus the corn plants say to one another.
They bring0forth their young.
Aha ehe
Aha ehe!.

*** The Katchinas are supernaturals, identified with
the dead and at the same time associated with clouds
and rain. They are believed to live in a lake near
Zuni and to visit the village from time to time. They
are impersonated in masks which the dancers wear during
the Katchina ceremonies, the underlying idea of which
is the desire to fertilize the earth and to call for
the needed rain.-- Itwana designates the realm of the
dead.
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PRAYER SPOKEN WHILE PRESENTING AN INFANT TO THE
SUN

(Zuni)

Now this is the day.
Our child,
Into the daylight
You will go out standing.
Preparing for your day,
We have passed our days.
When all your days were at an end,
When eight days were past,
Our sun father:
Went in to sit down at his sacre-1 place,
Passing a blessed night.
Now this day,
Our fathers, Dawn priests,
Have come out standing to their sacred place,
Our sun father,
Having come out standing to his sacred place,
Our child, is your day.
This day,
The flesh of the white corn, prayer meal,
To our sun father
This prayer meal,we offer.

May your road be fulfilled.
Reachingto the road of your sun father,
Whet, your road is fulfilled,
In your thoughts may we live,
May we be the ones whom your thoughts will

embrace,
For this, on this day
To our sun father
We offer prayer meal.
To this end:
May you help us all to finith our roads.

"lb

***The Zuni child is born amid prayer and solemn
ceremony... On the morning of the tenth day the

_ child is taken from its bed of sand,...and upon
the left arm of.the paternal grandmother is car-
ried for the first time into the presence of the
rising sun. To the breast of the child the
grandmother carrying it presses the ear of corn
which lay by its side during the ten days; to her
left the mother of the infant walks, carrying in
her left hand the ear of corn which lay at her
side. Both women sprinkle a line of sacred. meal,
emblematic of the straight road-which the child
must follow to win the favor of its gods. Thus
the first object which the child is made to behold
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at the very dawn of its existence is the sun.
the great object of their worship, and long ere
the little lips can a lisp a prayer it is repeated
fpr it by the grandmother.
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PRAYER TO THE ANCIENTS AFTER HARVESTING

(Zuni)

From where you stay quietly,
Your little wind-blown clouds,
Your fine wisps of clouds,
Your massed clouds you will send forth

to sit down with us;
With your fine rain caressing the earth,
With all your waters
You will pass to us on our roads;
With your great pile of waters,
With your fine rain caressing the earth,
You will pass to us on our roads.
My fathers,
Add to your hearts.
Your waters,
Your seeds,
Your long life,
Your old age
You will grant to us.
Therefore I have added to your hearts,
To the end, my fathers,
My children:
You will protect us.
All my ladder-descending children
Will finish their roads;
They will grow old.
You will bless us with life.

*** Zuni prayers are highly formalized in
content and mode of expression. Most of the
prayers are requests accompanying offerings.
They have three sections, which always appear in
the same order: A statement of the occasion,
a description of the offering, and the request.
The part from the-Prayer to the Ancients brought
here is the third one. The dead, the ancients,
are believed to be the rain makers. They come
back to the living in the rain clouds, bringing
the blessing of life and fruitfulness. The
Offering of food to the dean dorms an important
part of the Zuni household ritual. Before each
meal a bit of food is scattred on the floor or
thrown into thefire, accompanied by a short prayer.
No child is weaned until he is able to make this
offering by himself and utter his prayer to the
ancients.
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THE WILLOWS BY THE WATERSIDE

(Tewa)

My little breath, under the willows by the waterside
we ased to sit,

And there the yellow cottonwood bird came and sang.
That I remember and therefore I weep.
Under the growing corn we used to sit,
And there the little leaf bird came and sang.
That I remember and therefore I weep.
There on the meadow of yellow flowers we used to walk.
Oh, my little breath! nh, my little heart!
There on the meadow of blue flowers we used to walk.
Alas! how long ago that we two walked in that pleasant

way.
Then everything was happy, but, alas! how long ago.
There on the meadow of crimson flowers we used to walk.
Oh, my little breath, now I go there alone in sorrow.

***Love songs, except those which are supposed to have
a magical and coercive quality of gaining effections
and which might better be called love medicine, are
not common among the tribes of the Great Plains. Nor
are such songs listed among the kinds used among the
Zuni. The Tewa have them...While these love songs
are clearly enough of Indian composition,...the ulti-
mate inspiration was probably Spanish.
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My little breath, under the willows by the waterside
we used to sit,

And there the yellow cottonwood bird came and sang.
That I remember and therefore I weep.
Under the growing corn we used to sit,
And there the little leaf bird came and sang.
That I remember and therefore I weep.
There on the meadow of yellow flowers we used to walk.
Oh, my little breath! oh. my little heart!
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Then everything was happy, but, alas! how long ago.
There on the meadow of crimson flowers we used to walk.
Oh, my little breath, now I go there alone in sorrow.

***Love songs, except those which are supposed to have
a magical and coercive quality of gaining effections
and which might better be called love medicine, are
not common among the tribes of the Great Plains. Nor
are such songs listed among the kinds used among the
Zuni. The Tewa have them...While these love songs
are clearly enough of Indian composition,...the ulti-
mate inspiration was probably Spanish.
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SONG OF THE SKY LOOM

(Tewa)

0 ovr Mother the Earth, 0 our Father the Sky,
Your childr ' are we, and with tired backs
We bring you the gifts ,'ou love.
Then weave for us a garment of brightness;
May the warp be the white light of morning.
May the waft be the td light of evening,
May the fringes be the falling rain,
May the border be the standing rainbow.
Thus weave for us a garment of brightness,
That we may walk fittingly where birds sing,
That we may walk fittingly where grass is green,
O our Mother the Earth, 0 our Father the Sky.

***The sky loom refers to the small desert rain,
so characteristic of this part of the country:
like wandering looms the rainshowers hang from
the sky. And the warp of the glittering web
seems like soft silver and the weft like amber
or roseate rays in the reflection of thelate
afternoon sun.

THAT MOUNTAIN FAR AWAY

(Tewa)

My home over there, my home over there,
My home over there, now I remember it!
And when I see that mountain far away,
Why, then I weep. Alas! what can I do?
What can I do? Alas! What can I do?
My home over there, no I remember it.

*** The Tewa Indian easily becomes homesick
even when Cstant a few miles from his..native
village.
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POTTERY

The POTTERY of the southwest Indian was made by coiling
a long rope of clay, layer on layer, until the shaping of the
vessel had bee, completed.

HOW TO MOULD A PIECE OF POTTERY

Fig. 1 The clay is being rolled in 1/2" rolls on a long board
or flat surface.

Fig. 2 Shows you how to mould the clay, coiling one layer on
top of the other, shaping it as you go along. Be sure to keep
your hands moist during this step. Also be sure that you have
enough room in the center of the vessel to insert your hand and
hold it against the inside, directly opposite from your hand on
the outside, as you smooth and shape the vessel as shown in Fig.
4.

Now moisten the vessel and smooth out any surface flaws, and
you are ready to apply the "slip" (a thin mixture of clay and
water) with a piece of cloth to the surface of the vessel; this
will give it a final smooth polish.

Now you are ready to bake the vessel in an Indian kiln.

Besides painting your hardened clay with poster paints brushed,
with a transparent liquid glaze or shellac, you can use the
incising method, leaving the design raised, or cutting the
design into the clay, leaving the background raised. This is
done with a modeling tood, an orange stick or a large nail,
or using a knife to cut away background and smoothing the
edges with a modeling stick.

4
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RED POWER

1. PROBLEM, Indians today are becoming increasingly awaLe of the .

futility of their past efforts to deal with the United States:
government, The different emphasis Vii" the red and White worlds
are just zis great now as they were 100 years ago, Same. Indians
becom cauqn_ between the two worlds and find they cannot func-
tion in e,;:or, Young Indians are becoming more and more vocal
in. their Hstrubt of white Intentions and their desire to im-
prove thelr own lives in their own way._

Tho treatment of Indians has become more than.a cause like
that o Black Power, 'It has affected the rest of the nation by
becoming a popular fad, Famous people even take up the Indians'
cause to improve their image it seems.

What improvements are sought by the Indians? What role does
the Bureau of Indian Affairs play in the protection of Indian
rights? Row do the Indians regard the Bureau, as friend or foe?
What is the basis of their desires? Why do they flatly reject
the white man's world? How are white and red values different?
What specific actions have the Indians taken to draw attention .

to their pooblems?

Now the laugh is ours. After four centuries of gleeful
rape, the white man stands a mere generation away from
extinguishing life on this planet. Granted that Indians
will also be destroyed -- it is not because we did not
realize what was happening. It is not because we did not
fight back. And it is not .because we refused to speak.
We have carried our responsibilities well. If people do
not choose to listen and instead overwhelm us, then they
must bear the ultimate responsibility.1

1Vine Deloria, Jr We Talk You Listen. (New York: The
Mac Millan Col, 19701.. p. 195.

II, Specific Objectives, When you finish this unit, you will
be able to:

1. Explain in writing the role and effectiveness of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs in the protection of the rights of Indians.

2, List in writing examples of injustices against Indians even
today,

3, Explain in writing and orally the major differences in the
values of the red and white man

4, Explain in writing the efforts of the Indians to improve their
lives and the role Red Power plays in these efforts.



5,. Lis t; in wz- tiny examples of occupations commonly open to _Indians
today,

III. Required Reading Material, Read any 2 of the following refer-
ences,

1. The New Indians, S. Teiner, PP. 1-16, 48-64, 73-95, 116-159,
!..;-214, 231-249, 268-289,

2, Our Brother's Keeper. E.S. Cahn,ed. pp. 1-23, 112-139, 157-193.

3. Custer Died for your Sins. V. Delona. pp, 9-34, 128-147, 222-260.

IV. Extra Reading Material. For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, read, any of the following references.
Notes may be handed in for extra credit,

We Talk You Listen, V. Deloria.

Custer Died for Your Sins. V2 Deloria.

The Indian, Amerca's Unfinished Business, Brophy and .11b6r1e.

The American Indian Today, S. Levine and N. Levine,

V, Required Activities. Complete each of the following activities
using the reading material.

1, Answer the following questions in your own words in writing.

1. List 3 examples of Occupations commonly open to Indians
today.

2. What is the Red Power Movement? Give one example' of the
efforts made to draw attention to the Indians' problems

, Choose 2 of the following activities.

1. Prepare an attractive scrapbook of newspaper and magazine
articles on current Indian activities.

2, Prepare an attractive advertiserlent poster calling for
participation in the Red Power Movement. include reasons
why participation is important.

3. rkPretend you were one of the Indians who occupied Alcatraz.
. Research the subject and write an authentic diary of your
experiences on the island.

4. Write an essay in which you discuss the differences be-
tween the Indian and White outlook of life, nature, etc.



5. Wal:ch tel filmstrip on "The American Indian: After Columbus"
Hand in 1-1oLes,

3, Choose 1 of the following activztles,

1. Read the poetry of Simon Ortiz in The Indian Hi.storian,
Fai, 1970. vol 3, #q.. pp- 26-30: Write a critique

one W.1 the two poem in which you discuss his comments
LreatMet of Indiana. Use specific examples

2; Read "Ode to the Future: Boarding. Schools for Whites on
Indian Reservatlons," in The Indian Historian, Fall 1970,
Vol. 3, 44, pp, 31, Form a group of 2.or 3 (no more)
and disourJs the following questions. Have 7 person
take notes k. hand for your group, Be sure to include
a list of the people in your group,

1, Whay. Is Mary Nelson complaining about in the poem?

2: Why is it that white men seem to have the attitudes
presented in the poem?

What other examples of these attitudes are there in
our histry?

4. Do yozi agree with the poem? Explain:

3, Read 'What is This Upon My Land?" in The Indian Historian,
Spring, 1971, Vol, 3, 41, p, 19, writ-eg=17-17Fitten
critique of the poem in which you discuss the point the
poet tries to make Use any examples from your own
experiences and/or history to make your ideas clear.

VI, Extra Activities, For extra activities for this unit, please
see the teacher, .

When teliericlsDie. H. Borland.

House Made of Dawn. N.S, Momaday,

3
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NAVAJO APACHE GROUP and the COMANCHES

1. PROBLEM. The Navajos and Ap,:;:hes. though relatedi have very dif-
ferent :eputatLons The Apaches have always been thought of the white
man as a warli'rce, hostileppecp;e. Nava;os on the other hand, are
great sheepherders and though nomadic_ aren't considered wrrlike_ It
was on a ta:d though. that the Navajos came into contact with sheep-
The Navajos .like the Apaches made their living during Spanish times
by. raiding white'Eettlements.- The Comanches as Plains Indians also
made their living by taiding white settlements-

Ir. what ether ways are the Navajos like the Apaches? How are the
Comanches la a these two goups Of Indians? How have these two groups
of Indians payed an important part the history of the Southwest?
How are their customs and bel-ers similar? How are they different?

What part do each of these groups play tin the Southwest today?
What occupations do they have and 4:e these occupations the same as
in their past or different?

Ii: Specific Objectives. When you finish this unit, you will be
able to:

1, Identify in wr:.ting niaor re:.gious beliefs and ceremonies of both
Navajos and Apaches

2o Explain how Apaches and Nava3os and Comanches made their living
in both the past and the present, (in writingi

3_ Describe in writing important events in the history of thq_.{N:ii;a-
jos, Apaches and Comanches,

III, Required Reading Material: Read each of the following assignment:s,

1. The Arizona Paveant, pp, 77-30 116-130,

2 The mimeographed material in the Study Guide,

3. Bury Mx Heart at Wounded Knee, pp,1137-212, 15-36 369-388,

IV, Extra Reading Material, For a deeper understanding of thi Unit
read any of the following references and take notes for extra credit

. The Enduring Nava, L. Gilpin

Nava c Witchcraft, co Kluckhohn,

The Warrior AEacles, Go C Baldwin

in the Days of Vi.ctorio E. Bal"

EimalaUlamElmilazma- T° P- Alien



NAVAJO - APACHE and the COMANCHES page 2

The Mescaleroelches, L.. Sonn.icheen

On the Gleamtninx_ Collier

SE:in a Silver Dollar, A. Hannum
'war

cache Land. R, Santee

Three Years Among the Comanches, N, Lee

Lords of the Earth. Loh

TheAkIfihe Indians, S, meeker

The Navajos,, Underhill,
NV 17, :Z-47.1-,-1T,M1-1. 'TT

The Nava)c, Uleeker
r 77,

Southwest Indian Country, pp,. 1336, 57-68

Home of the Red Man, R, Silverberg, pp. 143147

The Navajos, J. Terrell

Indians t)f the Southwest G. Baldwin° pp. 117-138
wo,.nr

Skealcie9 of Indians. B -. Johnston. pp. 52-55
_

American Indian M tholoax, A. Marriott, pp. 46 500 78-95a 112-1190
12-8 1467; 760 "1877789.

Indians of the United Statess, C. Wissler0 pp. 208216

Indians, American Heritage, pp. 373-3890 398-401

A Histor of the Indians of the United States, A. Deb°. pp° 14-170
7:16::1121 2 0 1 - 9 7.5-6771177111-

Hosteen Klah Newcomb°

V., Required Activities Using the material you have read.a complete
each of the following activities

10 Answer each of the following questions in writing in your own
words°

10 What is a sandpainting? Why is it a significant part of the
Navajos6 life?
20 What is a "Sings`
30 List-2 ways in which the Apaches affected the history of the
SouthwestA
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2. Choose 1 of the following activities,

I Present the play on page 103 of Indian Sign Langag2 to the
class with 2 other people,
2. TeaCh the class a few basic principles of the Navairo tongue
and how to say a few words and sentences.
3. Choose any of the following topics and prepare an oral report
to present to the class. O.K. your choice with the teacher.

a. Mangas Colorado
b, Navajo Witchcraft
c, The Navajo Medicine t:In
d, -Geronimc
e. The Camp Grant Massacre
f. Cochise
g. The ;cache Kla
h, The Comanche Raids in Texas,

4. Read a magazine article on the Navajo;, Apache or Comanche
and report on it to the class.

S. Choo§L 2 of the following activities.

1. Write an essay on the relationship between the whiteman and
the Apache between about 1850 and 1900 Use specific examples
to back ' ;p your opi,n ion

.

20 Prepare an attractive drawing of a Navajo sandpainting.

3. Prepare a time line on events important in Navajo-Apache
and Comanche history. Please get a sheet on time lines before
you begin.

4. Prepare an attractive brochure of sketches of Navajo-Apache
and/Or Comanche dress,

So Write a newspaper article for the Daily Citizen about Apache
raids in the Santa Cruz Valley. Do enough research to make ycur
article realistic factually and try to capture the emotions pre-
valent among white settlers in. the area. A goad sourch is Vast
Domain of Blood. D. Schellie.

4. Choose one of the following activities.

1. Read one of the Following books

Chochise of Arizona. 0. LaFarge

IEB5AijaRax. O. LaFarge

Vast Domain of Blood. D. Schellie



Komanticiao H, Keith

And One Was a Wooden InCiano B), Baker

Skin a Silver Dollar. A, Hannum

Geronimo. E, Hyatt

Geronimoo R, Mcbdy

Blood Brother. E, Arnold

Broken Arrow. E, Arnold

White Wolf. Brant

Killer of Death, B. Baker,

Waterless Mountaino L0 Amer,
nn.71tt

2, Prepare a shr-t t4ppo research paper on one of the follow-.
ing topicso Get a sheet on research papers before you begin,

Occupations held by Navajos and Apaches today.
The business ventures of the Apaches on the White Mountain
Reservation

c. General Crooks operations in Arizona
do John P. Clums Apache pllice
e-, OR ANY OTHER TOPIC OF YOUR CHOICE AS LONG AS YOU OK IT

WITH YOUR TEACHER,

5, Take the Post Test

VI, Extra Activities, Please see the teacher for suggestions for
extra activities for this unit.
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MINING IN ARIZONA

I. PROBLEM. Mining has been a very important part of the his=
tory of the Southwest-. The search for vast mineral wealth was a
motivating factor in the settlement of the Southwest. It took a
special breed of men -- rough tough, honest and carefree -= tk7J

search for mineral wealthh. These men worked hard and would find
release in saloons where they argued politics spouted poetry and
made up fantastic stories.

Many questions about the mining frontier can be raised.
Some are easily answered and others are notti but all open the way
to interesting stories about the "Wild West'',

First, has it been a blessing or a curse for parts of the
Southwest such as Arizona -:11c1 California expeciallyQ to have an
abundafiee of Mineral deposits? Which kinds of mineral deposits
are considered most valuable-and why? Who first discovered min-
eral deposits in the Southwest? What methods of mining have been
developed throughout the history of the Southwest? What kinds of
people devoted their liveF to search for minerals as a means of
getting rich quick? What kinds of lives did they lead? Were
there any fantastically large discoveries? What about the "lost
mines" -- are they just legends or did they really exist?

II. Specific Objectives. when you finish this unit you will be
able tot

1. Explain in writing an orally how the presence of wealthy
mineral deposits in the Southwest encouraged the development
of the Southwest.

2. List 3 important mineral deposits in the Southwest.

3. Describe the typical prospector in the West.

4. Describe 2 methods of mining used in the Southwest
either past or present.

5. Recognize 3 important copper mining areas in the South-
west and describe one important gold of silver mining area.

III. Required Reading Material. Read each of the following
references

1. Chapter 9 in Its2102uRszs,?.ato

2. The material in the Study Guide.
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IV. Extra Reading Material, For a deeper. understanding of the
material in the Study Guides read any of the following references;

Frontiers of the Far West Rodman o Po

Odyssey of a Desert Prospector Albert Ho

Coronado's Children Dobie, Fo

TI-2a aa of the Comstock Lode Lyman, G,

Lost Bonanzas Drago

The Mining Frontier Lewis

The_EhirleyLetteEs C. Wheat

The Lost Dutchman Mine Ely, S,

Sutter's Fort Lewis C)

The California Gold Rush Chidsey6 1)

The Company Town in the American West Allen J. pp, 33-70

Silver Kin9s Lewis 0.

Propxector, Cowhand and Sodbuster Ferris

The Far Southwest Lamar

n Boomtown Brown

Forqed in Silver Young

Killer Mountains Co Gentry
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V, Required Activiteis, Complete each of the following activi-
ties,

1. Answer the following questions in writing in your own words
and hand them in to the teacher to be checked,

I, Where were mines located during the Spanish period in
Arizona°s history and what minerals were of greatest im-
portance then?

2. What factors slowed down mining operations in Arizona
during the 180095?

1, Which towns in Arizona were settled around silver mining
areas?

4, Describe one swindle which centered around the mineral
wealth in Arizona,

2, Using ideas from the reading you have done in sources other
than The Arizona Pageant pretend you are a prospector in the West

,writerite -an entrY-toY6ur diary describing experiences you might
have used, Use your imagination and make your diary as realistic
as possible.

3, Choose at least 2 of the following activities.

1, Make a neat, well-organized imaginative scrapbook of all
the articles you can find on mining in the daily newspapers
for the duration of this unit,

2Q Interview someone who works at a mine in your area
Find out what you can about techniques used at the mines
the tasks involved in the job of the person you are inter-
viewing and his opinion of the importance of the mines to
the economy of Arizona, Write up your findings in a well=
organized paper at least I.paQe long. Give the name and
position of the person you interviewed.

3. Pretend you were the victim of a swindle involving
mineral wealth in Arizona. Werte a letter to your Congress-
man explaining what happened to you. Use your imagination
as well as the reading material to make up facts about your
experiences. Your letter should be at least one page long.

4. Draw a picture of what you think a typical prospector in
the West looked like.

4, Write an essays using information you have reads about the
importance of mineral deposits in the development of the South-
west. Be sure you support your opinions with facts.

5, Choose at least l of the following activities.
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1, Read in a book about a lost or legendary mine and give
anbral report describing what you read.. Turn in your
source and pages read,

2, Read a magazine article on mining past or present5 and
give an oral report about what you read, Turn in the title
of the article, the title of the magazine, the date of the
magazine and the pages you read,

V. Extra Activities. If you would like to do extra activities
on mininge please see the teacher for suggestions.

Treasure of the Sierra Madre

How Green was My

King Soloman °s Mines

Killer Mountains

"First Heroic Trek Across the Wild land to California" S.
Levitin5 Smithsonian, Nov. 1971 pp 68-73.

The Purple Mountains Fading Majesty" American Heritagee
June 1968 pp 46-470 91-96.

"Gold!'5 American Heritage. Dec. 1962 pp 6-276 91.
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URBAN PROBLEMS IN THE SOUTHWEST - INTRODUCTION

I. PROBLEM. The Southwest is not exactly thought of as an
urban center. There are many more concentrations of people in
the northeastern part of the United States. California is the
only Southwestern state which contains people in the numbers
and densities which would begin to compare with other parts of
the country such as Chicago, Miami, Washington, D.C., or New
York Cyty.

So--why do we study urban problems in the Southwest?
First of all we must ask ourselves: what is "urban"? To
attach that term to an area means several things. It means
that an area has a high concentration of people. It means that
these people are engaged in activities which are unrelated to
agriculture. It means that the density at which these people
live is very high, that is, they live very close together.

When we understand "urban" we can see that indeed the
Southwest does have urban areas. And, anytime you have urban
areas, there are certain problems which generally appear. What
are those problems? Why are they unique to urban areas--or are
they? Why, if urban areas bring problems, do we continue to
let the urban areas grow? Are there advantages as well as
problems that go with urban areas?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES. When you finish this unit, you will
be able to:

1. Explain in writing what the term "urban" means.

2. List in writing what major urban problems are.

3. . Explain in writing reasons why the Southwest is
.attracting more people and therefore asking for
larger urban areas_

4. Explain what other factors besides the attractiveness
of the Southwest add to high concentrations of popu-
lation in the cities.

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL. Read each of the following
references:

1. The Population Bomb. pp. 15-35.

2. The material in the study guide.



IV. EXTRA READING MATERIAL. For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, read any of the following references:

The Urban Complex. R.C. Weaver.

The Last Days of the Late Great State of California. C. Gentry.

Three Essays on Population. T. Malthers.

Suburbia. Look.

Crisis. League of Women Voters.

Cities are People. S.C. Hirsch.

Downtown. R.A. Liston.

American Cities in the Growth of a Nation. C.M. Green.

Health t egkers in the Southwest. Jones.

The Rise of Urban America. C.M. Green.

Suburbia: Civic Denial. R. Goldston.

La Raza: The Mexican Americans. S. Steiner, pp. 140-246.

Where the People Are. K. Gray.

V. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES. Using the reading material, complete
each of the following activities.

1. Answer each of the following questions in writing in,your own
words.

1. Why is population growth such a problem for man-
kind?

2. List 4 major problems in urban areas.

3. What are 3 things you can do to learn about urban
problems in your area.

4. What does "urban" mean?

2. Choose at least 2 of the following activities:

1. Draw a political cartoon expressing an opinion
about urban problems. Pick up a sheet on politi-
cal cartoons from the teacher before you begin.

2



2. Do research and write a well-organized essay on
why people come to the Southwest and how that
immigration affects our cities. Use magazine
articles as your sources, especially. Turn in
a bibliography. (2-3 pp.)-

3. Do research and explain in an essay why people
move to cities. What advantages historically
have cities held for people? Which elements
of the explanation for urbanization also apply
to the Southwest? Turn in a bibliography. (4

pages.)

4. Contact the office of Model Cities Program in
Tucson. Ask such questions as: which problems
does the Model Cities Program concern itself
with? What limitations are placed on the program-
and by whom? How is the program supported? What
has it accomplished in the past 1-2 years? How
does it involve the people who live in the area
it is trying to improve? - etc. - Write up your
interview in a short paper with your reactions
to what was said (1 - 2 pages) .

5. Pick any one of the suggestions at the end of
the chapter included in the Study Guide. Write
up a paper concluding what you find out with your
reactions.

3. Choose at least one of the following activities:

1. Make an attractive scrapbook of magazine and/or
newspaper articles concerning urban areas. Organ-
ize your scrapbook into sections such as problems,
benefits, solving problems, different plans for
urban growth, etc.

2. Read 2 magazine articles on urban problems. Write
abstracts for each. Turn in bibliographical infor-
mation.

3. Write an essay on why zau should be concerned with
urban problems.

4. Form a group of no more than 3 people and discuss
the following question. (If you feel you need
background informtion for facts, do research in .

magazines and/or books). Question: Because there
are not as many blacks in the Southwestern urban
areas, the Southwest is free of racial problems.
Hand in brief notes on your discussion.

3



VI. EXTRA ACTIVITIES

For suggestions for extra activities, please see the teacher.

4
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URBAN PROBLEMS IN THE SOUTHWEST II

Race Relations in the Cities

I, PROBLEM,

Cities of the Southwest are often thought of as being
free of "racial troubles." Perhaps this observation holds
some merit in relation to the somewhat worse situations of
cities in other parts of the country. Anytime, thought, that
everyone regardless of race does not have equal opportunity
to enjoy the good. things in life -- a nice homes a decent
occupation and the respect of his fellow citizens, there is
a problem.

Actually some of the worst racial troubles in the country
have occurred in the Watts area of Los Angeles. Other cities
are living on borrowed time if action is not taken promptly
to alleviate some of the pressures in employment, educations
equality under the law and housing. Learning to live together,
tolerant of differences which are really only surface ones, is
a task of major importance today.

What injustices occur in our Southwestern cities which
are race oriented? How are these injustices being handled?
What can be done?

II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES. When you finish this unit you will
be able to:

1. Explain in writing which aspects of people6s lives are
affected by racial prejudice in urban areas.

2. Explain in writing the background of specific incidents of
racial troubles in the urban Southwest,

3. Formulate in writing possible measures to alleviate the
outward manifestations of racial prejudice in the urban
Southwest.

4. Describe the character of racial prejudice in the Southwest,
that is, which races are most discriminated against and by
whom.

III. REQUIRED READING MATERIAL. Read each of the following
references.

1, The Chicanos: Mexican American Voices. pp. 123-156.

2. ADocuiltarliinercicanAmericans pp. 421-4250
440, 64- 70, 4-479.

3. La Raza: The Mexican Americans. pp. 140-160.



DT EXTRA READING MATERIAL, For a deeper understanding of the
material in this units read any of the following references:

North From Mexico, C. McWilliams.

Losrloialaa. J. Samora.

La RiazR: For otten Americans. J. Samora pp. 95-158,

Mexican-Americans and the Administration of Justice in the
Southwest. U.S, Commission op Civil Rig ts.

sparlisurlarmi4namaaliltrisIspaylmaL. Colorado Civil
Rights Commiss-ion,

Mexican Americans. J. Moore, pp. 60-98, 102-118.

Where thepacaple Are. K. Gray, pp. 85-93, 123-124, 60-630

Two Blocks C.L. Magerson,

The Other Americans. K. Wright. pp. 152-169,

The Negro and the City. Fortune.

pitiesarepe2ple. S.C. Hirsch. pp. 105-109.

Rivers of Blood, Years of Darkness. R. Conot.

The Second Civil War. G. Wills.

Burn0E1a11211111. Cohen.

Brothers Under the Skin. C. McWilliams.

Downtown. R. Liston. pp. 45-63.

The UrbalEmplex. R.C. Weaver.

The UrbanWilla ers.
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V, REQUIRED ACTIVITIES, Using the reading material, complete
each of the following activities:

1, Questions. Answer each of the following guestiOns in
writing in .your own words.

1, What factors account for the segregation of
Mexican-Americans in urban areas?.

2. What is EL Teatro Urbano?

3. Why is ethnic relevance important to minorities?

4, What problems in education exist for Mexican-
Americans?

5, What is a barrio? What advantages and diSadvan-
tages are there to living in one?

2, Choose 2 of the following activities,

1, Read in periodicals about urban racial problems.
Try to read as much about Southwestern problems
as you can Write a paper 2-3 pages on racial
problems and the consequences for us all. Turn
in a bibliography.

2. Research the topic of possible solutions to
racial troubles. Write up Your findings in a
1-2 page paper. Turn in a 14ibliography.

3. Write a paper 'on discriminiation in employment
opportuniti's in the Southwest. (1-2 pages).
Turn in &bibliography.

4. Write a paper on discrimination in the judicial
system in the Southwest. (2-3 pages.) Turn in
a bibliography.

5. Draw a political cartoon on urban racial problems
in the Southwest. Pick up a sheet on political
cartoons first.

3. Choose one of the following activities.

1. Read any of the books under Extra Reading Material.
Fill out a critique form.

2. Read The New Centurions. Fill out a critique form.

3. Make an attractive scrapbook of urban, racial problems
mfrom magazines and newspapers -- the more current,

the better.
3



VI. EXTRA ACTIVITIES, For suggestions of extra activities,
please see the teacher,, .
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PLANNING

I, PROBLEM, As long as the population grows, so will the. cities,
The entire East Coast has become a giant urban area The same
could happen to our awn area It is already happening along the
Pacific Coast from San Francisco to San Diego. If the trend is
toward a eempletely urban community we must think and plan ahead so
as to make Lire as pleasant as possible under those conditions.
You have slludied a few problems which occure when humans live in
increasing densities. What happens to someones' psychological
welfare when he only has a small area to call his own. Our cultur-
al heritage pushes us away from being able to accept high density
living, but that is where we ts:e headed. The Chinese and Japanese
have accepted heza density living without the adverse affects of
crime and disease why can't we? Flow can urban planners help our
situation? How can we change and modify such things as housing,;
transportaf,Len, work and education to make them pleasant. even in
high density populations? What is being done in your area? What
holds back planning; Have communities which are completely planned
from scratch been successful?

II. Specific Objectives, When you finish this unit. you will be
able to

1. Identify in writing; problems in urban planning today,

2. identify in writing various attempts to solve the problems
in urban planning today.

3. Explain in writing the importance of urban planning.

4, Identify in-writing the occupations open in urban planning
today.

III. Required Reading Material. Read each of the following referen-
ces.

1. The material in the study guide.

I.V. Extra Reading Material. For deeper understanding of the
material in the study guide read any of the following references.

Future Shock, A. Toffler.

Suburban Civic Denial. Gokdston

The Urban Complex R.C. Weaves.

1



V. 1:equir,_, t.s ILsrn,:j the teadIrq material complete each
of the fo1.wr-

1 Que9tins Answer oacn questic, tn writing
In tout

Iry e(.:: In r5an planning'

W117 does -Lh e 0..;tDmohrle have on traffic and
problems?

iQt.uro does puirc transit have? is at the answer
to traf:c. Expli.)11

th(:: n& town' cclIcepts? What are the adyantages
and ,3.1.ad.:ntag.s?

2 Cho:;se (-,,.!st I r.1t the tollowing activities

1 R<-ad Fturt, Shock tarry A Toftler, Fill out a crittque
form

2 WrIt._ c.n eq.la, on the .m -:rtance of urban planning
12 a pa :os

3. Call' planring divisions of either the city the
County the Model Cities Program, Interview someone
about. uLlan dannIng problems in Tucson, 'Yob might ask
gueetit;ns )cut specitic problems in transportation, urban
Sptawl, zonir the enterference of politicsp, etc,

4, Wrlte a 2-3 page paper on occupations available in
urban planning, include information about duties,;'necess-
ary educational backgiound4 etc,

Choosk, at least 2 of the following activities

1-. Draw a political cartoon on the problems in urban
planning,

0

,2, Mike an attractive scrapbook on problems and other aspects
of urban planning: Especially try to get articles from
current local newspaners

3- _Read 2 magazine articles onurban planning and/or its
'problems Turn in abstracts and bibliographecall infor-
;nation,

4. Do a study of Tucson in which you explore its planning
problems. Observe the zoning, transportation, industrial,
and beauty factors, Write up your observations and conclu-
sions in a well thought out 2-3 page paper

VI, Extra Activities, For eXtra activities PleaPe see the teacher.
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31,EftS - Crime ,.age 2

Required Reading Mati;rial, Read-each of the follwing
cences.

1. Your local newspaper's co%..erage of crime-related pr3blems
or incldents for the duration of this unit.

2. The material in the study guide.

IV. ;.xtr6 Reading Material. For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, read any of the following references.

A Do:Amentar/ History of nexican-Americans. W. Monuin. pp. 389-506.

Crime in America. Ramsey C.L

The FBI Nohod/ Knoos. F. Cook.

Struggle for Justice. Morris.

The Crime of Punishment. K. Menninger, M.D.

Violence in America :;raham.

Youna Peoele _and Crime. A. kain.____--_---

TheCkeen Felt Jungle C.rbid.

Behind the Shield, A. illederhoffer.

FBI Man. L. Cochran,i
Courts on Trial, J. Frank.

Courts of Law. J. Eichner,

ManonTrial. Dickler,

Court in Session. J. K. Lieberman.

The Citizen in Court. D. Kotler'.

Justice and the Suereme Court R. Tresolini

Equal Justice Under the Law. M. nagartn.

Mx_Life in Court. L. NIzer

Trial_py_Jurx. S. McCort

JuvenileDelirmEncy. President's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and Administration of Justice.

Downtown. R.A. Liston.
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La Raza: Forgotten Americans. Samora, pp, 125-158.

Mexican-Americans and theldministration of Justice in the
Southwest. C.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

V. Required Activities. Using the reading material, complete
each of the following activities.

1. Questions, Answer each of the following questions in writing
in your own words.

1. List 3 crime-inducing factors.

2. What attitudes foster crime among the middle and upper
classes in societyZ

3. What effect has the Supreme Court had on law enforcement?

4. What problems exist in the police systems in cities?

2. Choose 2 of the following. activities.

1. :lead Crime in America by Ramsey Clark. [rite a short
paper (1-2 pp) on the causes of crime and what needs
to be done to help the problem.

2, Call the Public Relations Officer for the Tucson City
Police Force and interview him on problems of law
enforcement. Askgaestions about suffidIent manpower,
management of the police force, training or any of
the problems brought up in the reading. You might
also ask about specific current issues -- see the news-
paper.

3. Read about any of the following in current periodicals.
Report to your group on what you find.

Drug-related crimes.
Crimes of violence in the cities,
The changing' image of police forces.
The changing concept of punishment vs.,rehabilitation.

4. Make an attractive scrapbook of current newspaper and/or
magazine articles on crime and law enforcement in the
cities.

3. .Choose 1 of the following activities.

1. :lead Behind the Shield by Niederhoffer. Fill out a
critique form.

2. Read The New Centurions by J. Ilambaugh. Fill out a
critique form.
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3. .Do a research paper 12-4 pp) on the problems facing
the Court System today. Turn in a bibliography.

4. Watch any 3 of the law and order police shows on TV.
(Mod Squad.Madigan, The Streets of San Francisco.
Adam -12, McMillan and Wife, Columbo, McCloud, etc.)
Write a brief paper f2-3 pp) on the problems of crime
presented in the shoWs and how realistic the presenta-
tion really is.

5 Do a political cartoon on the causes of crirne.in our
cities. Pick up a sheet on political cartoons before
you begin.

VI. Extra Activities. For suggestions for extra activities,
please see the teacher.
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WESTERN JUSTICE

1, PROBLEM, After several nears of indoctrination via t.:1.evision
and movies we all have our own ideas of the 'badman' and t).le
'lawman,' What were these men really like? Did they make up
as large a part of the West as we have been led to believe? Were
there any crime fighting organizations? We hear a lot about
corruption in law enforcement ilqencies today. Was there any
corruption in law enforcement in the early Southwest? We also
hear much abbut gun control aaws-. Is the discussion over control
of firearms a recent one or .was there the scan o type of controversy in
the 1800's?

What actions were considered criminal In the 1800's in he
Southwest? What values were uretected by laws? What conditions
promoted crime in the Old West? Are these conditions still
present today?

What qualifications were there for employment as a lawman?
What were the duties of the typical lawman? Was law enforcement
always handled by law enforcement officials or did concerned
citizens sometimes get Into the act :.'

II, Specific Objectives, When you finish this unite you will
be able

.L Explain in writing the duties and qualifications for law
enforcement officers in the Southwest in the 1800's.,

2, Explain In writing what conditions encouraged crime in the
early Southwest,

3. Compare in writing law enforcement and crime in the Old West
with that of today,

4. Express an appreciation for the efforts to establish law and
order to protect the growing population of the Southwest in the
1800's.

III. Required reading material,

1. The material in the Study Guide,

2, Arizona Pageant. pp, 221-238,

IV. Extra Reading Material, For a deeper understanding of
the material in this unite read any -of the following references
and take notes for extra credit.

Great Gunfighters of the West. C. Breihan

The West of the Texas Kid. T.E. Crawford,

1



The Bad Man of the West, Hendricks

The Vic ilantes of Montana. Dimsdale

The Banditte of the Plains- Mercer,
- -

Great GunfLahters of the Kansas Cowtowns, 1867-1886. Miller.

Hands Up, D-3 Cook,

The Gunfighter, Rash

Frontier Justice. Gard,

The_Texas_Rangers-. Henry.

The Texas Rangers, Webb,

Six Gun and Silver Star, G Shirley,

V, Required Activities, Complete each of the following activities
using the material you have read,

1. Answer each of the following questions, in writing; in your own
words.

1, Describe the personality and development of the 'badman.'
2. Identify the following people, telling about the reasons
they became outlaws (if applicable) and what they did as out

Jessie James
Sam Bass
William H. Bonney

3. Tell the importance of range wars in the development of
the gunfighter.

20 Choose 2 of the following activities.

1. Write a newspaper article covering one of the many exploits
of the Texas Rangers as if you were a reporter for the San Antonio
Star.
2, Pretend you interviewed John Wesley Hardin, Write an account
of your interview with him.
3. Pretend you are a deputy marshal in a small towm of your
choice. Write an entry to a journal of events which might have
happened to you.
4, Write an editorial for, the control of firearms in the West
as if you were a reporter for the Yuma Times,

3. Choose 2 of the following activities.

1, Write a well-organized. well-written essay on the importance
of a basic set of rules for lawmen to follow. You might even
'-lse examples from current events to support your ideas.

2



2, Reconstrct the letter that maght have 13een written by
Tunstal l to Messila Lndeoendent
3, Write a continuing account in a newspaper of Pat Garrett'a
search for Billy the Kid,
4, Write a wel.1.-organized we essay compar ing the
conditions whch promoted and continue to promote crime° Give
speciic examples past and present and turn in a oibliography,

4 ChooszL 1 r.f. the following activities,

1, Draw poster calling for the arrest of Billy the Kid;
Try to make it as authentc looking.as possible,

Write or draw an advertisement attempting to hire a mar-
shall for a smaill town in the West,.

VI, Extra Act;vittes..

1. Jori- M Bass,

Butch Cassidi and the Sundance Kid, W. Goldman

The Dank Robber R,. Tippette

2, For an./ other suggestions for extra activities, please
see the teacher,
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BUSINESS IN THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

I, PROBLEM, The 1800's was a time when many a fortune was made
and lost on ventures ranging from mining to ranching, Banking,
trading, railroading and the development of hotels, restaurants
and saloons flourished in the new boom towns rlf the West, What
kind of man gambled his time and money on the hopes of accumu-
lating a fortune in the business world, that opportunities
were open .o an enterprising young man who wanted to be success-
ful?. How business opportunities now compare with those of the
1800's? Was there more of an opportunity in the 1800's to become
a successful businessman than there is not? Why or why not?
What types of governmental controls were there on business. and how
did those which did exist compare with ones today?

II. Specific Objectives, When you complete this unit you will
be able to

1. Describe in writing some of the business opportunities
which existed in the Southwest in the 1800''s,

2, Compare in writing the character of business opportunities
of the 1800's in the Southwest with the character of business
opportunities today,

3. Explain ,Alle of the controls which existed and were created
to apply to business in the 1800's and compare them with ones
today

III. Required Reading material,

1. The Arizona Pageant. pp, 183-186, 164-168, 140-151,

2, The mimeographed material in the Study Guide.

3. Read one of the following. Take notes to be handed in
Record the title of the book and the pages read, .

ae, Any one chapter in Bankers and Cattlemen, GoM. Cressley

b. The Arizona Cattle Industry." Jo Wilson, Arizona and
the West, Volume 8, #46 Winter, 1966o pp. 339348,

co "Meals by Fred Harvey." 3, Henderson, Arizona'-and the
West. Volume 8, #4, Winter, 1966. pp, 305-322.

do "Hotels of the Old West," Ro van Orman, Americesl.ert
Illustrated. Volume #6, Octobers 1968.

eo "Palaces on Wheels." 1, Ross. American Histor
tratedo Volume III. #7, MoVember, IN-67-75F7=7.).

f Silver Kincso Oo Lewis. Any one chapter.

1



g, The SagtheComstockLode, G, Lyman. pp, 77-103
133-15720-21.4C, 262-2687

h, The Company Town,; J, Alien. Any one chapter from pph
9-93,

rndian Traders, McNitt, Any one chapter.

jc ,-rint In a Wild Land, J Myers, Any one chapter°

k, The El Dorado Traill, F. Egan, 29-45,

1, America's Western Frontiers. J
W.

Faywood0 pp,

T. Hamilton,

93-1280

pp, 26-32,m, My sixty Years on :.11e Plains,
145-152,

n, No More Than Five in a Bed, Any one chapter.

IV. Extra Reading Material° For a deeper understanding of the
material in this unit, read any of the following references and
take notes to be ahnded in for extra credit.

Ralston's fn, G. Lyman.

Bonanza Inn, 01 Lewis,

The_Saga of the Comstock Lode, G, Lyman

Print in a Wild Land, J. Myers,

Indian Traders, McNitt.
ail7W 7MIG74.0,NM,001,144, t,wr 41,-

silyeE_xillgs 0, Lewis,

An Overland JournExo H. Greeley

Bankers and Cattlemen, G,M. Gressley,

ThelEaur, 0, Lewis,

V. Required Activities. Complete each of the following activities,

1. Answer the following questions in your own words in writing.

1, List 3 business opportunities open to settlers in the
Southwest.,
2. Why was.ther more chance for a reasonable amount of success
in business'ventures on the frontier than in today's busi-
ness world, Give- any examples you can think of th support
your ideas,

2



2.. Choose 1_ of the following activities

1. Read the mimeographed material on The Economic Impact
of the Frontier,' (obtain the article from the teacher)
Write a short J1-2 page) essay on the development of a spirit
of experimentation in frontier business and how this spirit
affects all parts of our lives,

2. Re ,a 2 magazine articles on one particular type of business
of you:7 choice. Write an abstract of each article including
the title of the magazine, the title of the article, the authors
the volume, date and pages on .which the articles appear. Then
write a short (1/2-1 page) comparison of modern business ven-
tures and frontier business ventures, Give specific examples

3. Interview someone who runs his own business. Ask such
questions as how he started his business, how he decided
what type of buSiness to go into, what problems or difficul-
ties he -enccuntered and what rewards he has gotten out of
his business, Write up your interview in a 1-2 page paper
in which you present your findings and reactions considering
your readings on business in the fror,,ier Southwest,

3. Choose 2 of the following activities,

I. Prepare an attractive, authentically done advertisment
for a business which might have existed in the Southwest in
the 1800"s.

2. Pretend that you are touring the West; Write an excerpt
from a journal, of your experiences in Which you comment on
different businesses you would have run across in your travels.

3. Using the information from the article on saloons; write
an essay on the difference between bars and saloons. You
might also cover the difference between saloons as pictured
in the article and saloons as pictured in movies and on T.V.
(Extra'research; from the library of course [magazine articles]
might be necessary to complete this choice.)

4. Prepare an oral report on one of the following topics as
they apply to the frontier Soutwest.

Hotels Bankers
Indian traders Restaurants,
Trappers The business of sier mining.

4. Take the test on this unit,

VI, For extra activities on this unit: please see the teacher.


